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Samenvatting

Het Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) protocol is door IEEE 802.6
gestandaardiseerd als het toegangsmechanisme tot Metropolitan Area Networks
(MANs). In Europa is het DQDB protocol overgenomen door ETSI WP MAN.
Doordat MANs worden gezien als een korte tennijn altematief voor Broadband
Integrated Services Digital Network, is de standaardisatie in een stroomversnelling
geraakt. Sinds de zomer van 1991 is MAN-apparatuur commercieel verkrijgbaar.

De Koninklijke PIT Nederland N.V. heeft MAN-apparatuur gekocht om zo haar
kennis over MANs te vergroten. Verder kan zij daardoor onderzoeken wat de
mogelijkheden zijn om een commerciele proef te starten. In het kader van dit
onderzoek is er een performance studie verricht op basis van simulaties en
analytische analyses. Dit rapport omvat de hiervoor genoemde studie.

De performance studie beschrijft hoofdzakelijk effecten als 'unfairness' en
'unpredictability'. In eerste instantie wordt de evolutie van de standaardisatie van
DQDB beschreven. Gedurende deze evolutie veranderde de performance van het
DQDB protocol sterk. In de uiteindelijke versie van het protocol is het BandWidth
Balancing (BWB) mechanisme toegevoegd om zo 'unpredictability' te voorkomen en
een eerlijke verdeling van de beschikbare bandbreedte te verkrijgen. In het resterende
deel van het rapport wordt de performance van het DQDB protocol met het BWB
mechanisme bestudeerd. Er zijn simulaties voltooid voor de verschillende
busbelastingen en de verschillende prioriteitsschema's.

Uit de analyses blijkt dat gebruikers met een kleine verkeersintensiteit 'unfair'
worden behandeld. Deze gebruikers dienen namelijk iedere keer als er een pakket
arriveert, opnieuw een deel van de beschikbare bandbreedte te confisqueren.
Hiervoor is een bepaalde tijd nodig, de 'balancing' tijd. Verder blijkt dat het BWB
mechanisme alleen bij extreem hoge busbelastingen wordt ingeschakeld. In dat geval
wordt de informatiestroom van de gebruiker aan het stroomopwaartse uiteinde van
de bus sterk vertraagd. Tenslotte blijkt dat gebruikers met een lage prioriteit extreem
grote vertragingen ondervinden vergeleken met gebruikers met een hoge prioriteit.

Echter, gezien het feit dat gebruikers met een lage verkeersintensiteit of met een
lage prioriteit alleen bij extreem hoge busbelastingen, groter dan 90%, hinder
ondervinden van grote vertragingen, kan de conclusie getrokken worden dat DQDB
goed weIkt. Ander toegangsmechanismen vertonen slechtere performance bij lagere
busbelastingen. Om die reden kunnen MANs, met DQDB als toegangsmechanisme,
op korte termijn een uitstekend altematief bieden voor B-ISDN.
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Abstract

The Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) protocol is standardized by IEEE
802.6 as the access protocol for Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs). In Europe the
DQDB protocol is adopted by the EfSI WP MAN. Since MANs are expected to
fonn a short tenn alternative to the Broadband-Integrated Services Digital Network
(B-ISDN), its standardization is accelerated. Since the sununer of 1991 MAN
equipment is commercially available.

In order to enlarge the knowledge about MANs and to investigate the possibility
for a commercial trial, the Royal P1T Nederland N.V. has bought MAN-equipment
from Akate1. In accordance with this investigation a perfonnance study based on
simulations and analytical analyzes was started. This report describes this
aforementioned study.

The perfonnance study will look at the 'unfairness' and 'unpredictability' of the
protocol. Firstly, the evolution of the standardization of DQDB is described. During
the evolution, the perfonnance of DQDB changed significantly. In the final stage a
BandWidth Balancing (BWB) mechanism was added to the protocol in order to
prevent 'unpredictability' and to obtain a 'fair' distribution of the available
bandwidth among all users. In the remainder of the report the performance of
DQDB using this BWB mechanism is studied. Simulations are perfonned for
different bus loads and different priority schemes.

From the analyzes it can be stated that light traffic users are treated unfair
because they have to seize bandwidth every time they want to transmit a packet.
This is caused by the non-negligible balancing time which is the time needed to
seize a fair part of the available bandwidth. Furthennore, it can be stated that the
BWB mechanism is only activated at extreme high load situations. In that case the
mechanism causes extreme high delays for the upstream head-end users. Finally, the
results indicate that low priority users suffer from extreme large delays compared to
high priority users.

Since the unfair large delays of the light traffic users and the low priority users
only occur in extreme high load situations, i.e. larger than 90%, it can be concluded
that DQDB perfonns properly. Other medium access protocols perfonn worse at
smaller loads. Therefore, MANs provided with the DQDB access protocol fonn an
excellent short tenn alternative for B-ISDN.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In many countries there is a growing demand for integrated services - speech,
video and data - over wide areas. A solution to satisfy this demand is called the
Broadband-Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). Unfortunately, it will take
some years before B-ISDN and its services will be available. Meanwhile,
Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) can provide an alternative within a time scale
of two years.

MANs are digital networks based on a shared broadband medium which support
integrated services. The broadband transmission medium is shared by the network
nodes under the control of a distributed access protocol. The topology of a MAN is
generally based on rings and busses and differs from the star topology of the
general telephone network. The range of a MAN depends on the protocol used to
access the shared broadband medium. By interconnecting MANs, the covered area
can be increased.

Although MANs can be implemented in the private sector, the main application
of MANs will be in the public sector. By sharing the medium the expenses of the
network are divided between many users. The main demand in the public sector is
the need for high-speed data services over wide areas, and especially for Local Area
Network (LAN)-LAN interconnection.

In order to accomplish an implementation of MANs in the time scale of two
years, the Institute of Eleetrlcal & Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the European
Telecommunication Standardization Institute (ETSI) tried to achieve a standard. The
Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) access protocol was the only protocol which
specifications are stable enough to allow standardization in the intended time scale
and is in line with the B-ISDN philosophy. IEEE decided to standardize the DQDB
access protocol in the IEEE 802.6 committee and later on ETSI adapted this
protocol as the basis of standardization in Europe. In November 1990 the IEEE
802.6 committee delivered the fIrst DQDB standard. At this moment ETSI almost
finished the standardization on MAN services and architectures.

The Royal P1T Nederland N.V. has decided to buy MAN equipment in order to
enlarge the knowledge about MANs. Furthermore, the P1T intends to launch a
commercial trial early 1992. The equipment is delivered by Alcatel in May 1991.
Before the P'IT can launch a commercial trial, the delivered MAN has to be tested.
One part of the testing concerns the performance of the DQDB access protocol. The
Alcatel MAN is based on an early version of the IEEE 802.6 protocol.

This report discusses the traffic characteristics and performance of the DQDB
access protocol. The performance is tested by means of analyzes and simulations.
These tests mainly concern the fairness and unpredictability of the protocol.
Simulations are performed for different loads of the MAN and different priority
schemes. Futhermore, some improvements of the DQDB access protocol are
diiscussed. From the results a judgement will be given whether MANs, provided
with the DQDB access protocol, can form a short term alternative for B-ISDN.

TNlfie du"aeurillle, (II D(2DB 1



Chapter 2
Distributed Queue Dual Bus protocol

The DQDB Medium Access Control protocol ongmates from the hybrid
switching system Queued Packet and Synchronous circuit eXchange (QPSX)
introduced by Telecom Australia in 1986 [NEW86]. The name of the access protocol
is derived from the queueing scheme used to access a slotted bus structure. The
IEEE committee specified the protocol in more detail and delivered a standard in
November 1990 called the Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) protocol [IEEE90].
This DQDB access protocol also fonns the basis of standardization in Europe by the
ETSI/STC NA5 Working Party on MANs. The description of the DQDB access
protocol in this chapter conforms to the specification of the final version of the
IEEE 802.6 standard.

2.1 General aspects

The network in which DQDB can be used as a Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol, consists of two reversed uni-directional buses. The topology mostly used
for DQDB-based networks is the open bus topology, shown in Figure 1. Another
topology often used for DQDB-based networks is the looped bus. In the latter case,
both Slot Generators (50s) coincide. The advantage of the looped dual bus is its
capability of reconfiguration. If a break occurs, the SO functions of the looped dual
bus move towards the stations next to the break and transmission is disturbed for
only a small period of time [NEW88].

so

• • •

bus A -

- bus B

SG

Figure 1. Open bus topology for a DQDB-based network.

The SO generates the slots which can be used by the nodes attached to the bus
to transmit infonnation. The access to the bus will approach a distributed First In
First Out (FIFO) system. This means the node which flISt has a segment stored to
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transmit, fIrst accesses the bus. The way this FIFO system is established will be
explained in Section 2.3.

Information in the slots passing on the bus is never removed from the bus but is
only observed. In that way, nodes can be removed from or attached to the bus
without interrupting bus operation.

DQDB is a hybrid switching system and is able to support three different kinds
of services [D0089]:

• isochronous services
• asynchronous connection-oriented services
• asynchronous connectionless services

Isochronous services deliver fIxed units of information at fIxed time intervals
relative to a single time reference. Examples are speech and video. Asynchronous
services deliver non-fIxed units of information at non-fIxed time intervals. An
example is data transfer. Connection-oriented services require a call setup phase
before transmission just like the telephone system. In connectionless services each
unit of information bears the destination address and fmds its own path to the
destination node.

There are two kinds of slots used for transmission: Queued Arbitrated (QA) slots
and Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slots. QA-slots are used for asynchronous services and are
accessed according to the distributed FIFO queueing mechanism. PA-slots are used
for isochronous services and are pre-allocated by the SG at the head of the bus.
These PA-slots can not be used anymore for asynchronous services. Since
isochronous service users have to apply for a connection by signalling to the SG in
the asynchronous mode, the distributed queueing does apply to them during call
setup.

DQDB can be used in MANs since it satisfies the following requirements:

• cover large geographical areas (e.g. 50 kIn in diameter)
, operate at high bit rates (e.g. 140 Mbit/s)
• provide switching for a mix of services

A more detailed description of the distributed queueing scheme is given in Section
2.3.

2.2 Frame and slot structure

In this section the structure of the frames and slots on a DQDB bus is described.
Firstly, the frame length must be detennined. In order to support a number of 64
kbit/s channels which can be used for 8-bit Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) speech
channels, the time of the frame generated by the SG equals 125 J.1sec. In one frame
there are a number of slots depending on the speed of the bus. The network speed
is twice the bus speed. Beside the slots there are a header and a trailer, used for
frame synchronization and error detection. The frame structure used in DQDB-based
networks for a rate of 34 Mbit/s according to ETSI (ETS "34M") is shown in
Figure 2.

A slot consists of a Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) Field of four
octets and a DQDB Slot of 53 octets. The PLCP Field is used for framing and
transmission of path status and management information between two adjacent PLCP

TrafJk e~rVtkr of D(lDB 3



entities.
The DQDB slot contains an Access Control Field (ACF) and a DQDB Segment.

The ACF consists of a Busy bit, SLot(SLLType bit, Previous Slot Received (PSR)
bit, two Reserved bits and three Request bits. The Busy and SL_Type bit indicate
whether the DQDB slot is an empty QA-slot (00), a busy QA-slot (10) or a PA
slot (11). The PSR bit indicates whether the segment in the previous slot may be
cleared (1) or not (0). The exact use of the PSR bit is for further study. The
Request bits are used to request an empty QA-slot. Thee Request bits are used to
establish three priority levels of requesting. The DQDB segment consists of a
segment header and a segment payload. The segment payload contains the actual
infonnation transmitted by a node on the bus.

~--------------1~

octets

bits

bits

octets

8

Slot 9 I Trailer I
18120 octets

52

DQDB Segment

Segmen t Pa yl aad

53 octets

DQDB Slot

20

Figure 2.Frame and slot structure of a DQDB-based network with a bit rate of 34
Mbitls.

In QA-slots the segment payload contains 48 octets of infonnation belonging to
one node on the bus. In PA-slots the segment payload contains 48 slots of one octet
designated to one or more nodes on the bus. The segment header consists of a
Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI), a Payload Type (PT), a Segment Priority (SP) and
a Header Check Sequence (HCS). The VCl identifies the virtual channel to which
the transmitted PA-segment or the connection oriented QA-segment belongs. In case
of connectionless (QA) services all bits in the VO are set to one, this is the default
VCI for connectionless services. The PT field indicates the nature of the infonnation
stored in the segment payload. User infonnation is indicated by 00, other values are
reserved for future use. The SP bits are also reserved for future use in a multiport
bridging environment and are set to 00. Finally, the HCS is used to detect error
bursts and correct single bit errors in the Segment Header. The HCS contains an 8
bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) using the standard generator polynomial
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2.3 Medium Access Control

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the access to the bus in a DQDB-based network
consists of two different types, namely QA and PA access. The distinction between
these two kinds of access is caused by the time character of the service supplied.
Are isochronous services required then PA access will be used, are asynchronous
services required, QA access will be used.

2.3.1 Queued Arbitrated access

In order to explain the QA process, we will assume only QA-slots on both
buses. The QA access control must establish a distributed queue ~o realize a fair
FIFO system. Firstly, the topology of the DQDB-based network is discussed. In this
section, bus A is the forward information transmission bus and bus B the reverse
request transmission bus. Therefore, in the remainder of this report, terms like
downstream and upstream are always relative to bus A. The process will be the
same if bus B is the forward bus and bus A the reverse bus.

H a node wants to transmit information downstream on bus A, an empty slot is
needed. This empty slot must be passed by upstream nodes. To minimize the access
delay and to realize the FIFO system, an empty slot on bus A is 'forced' by a
request on bus B. The request bit in the ACF is used to generate the request. In this
section there is only one priority level. More priority levels are introduced in
Section 2.3.2. Upstream nodes receive this request on bus B. To keep track of the
received requests, a counting mechanism is realized in every node in the network.
The counting mechanism is shown in Figure 3 [MeLli], [SAN"].

bus AbUSy '----------'-~-

_ ~;..:...t_------, bus B

Figure 3. Counter layout in a DQDB node.

If a request passes the read tap of the node shown in Figure 3 a counter called
the REQUEST COUNTER is incremented. If an empty QA-slot on bus A passes the
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read tap the REQUEST COUNTER is decremented. The empty QA-slot passes the
node and can satisfy a request transmitted by a downstream node. The value stored
in the REQUEST COUNTER represents the number of unsatisfied requests of
downstream nodes. IT the particular node wants to gain access to bus A it first has
to let pass a number of empty QA-slots equal to the value stored in the REQUEST
COUNTER. According to the mechanism described above downstream nodes which
requested access to bus A before the particular node, are first served. If we assume
negligible transmission delay and no local queues at the nodes then the desired
FIFO system is realized. IT the transmission delay time is not negligible the requests
are delayed and the upstream nodes receive the requests later. The QA access
protocol can only be applied to the first segment in the local queue. Therefore, if
there are local queues used to store segments the QA access does not work in a
proper FIFO way anymore.

The counting mechanism is realized by the Distributed Queue State Machine
(DQSM) in co-operation with the ReQuest Machine (RQM). There are separate
machines for the two buses. The DQSM can be in two states: IDLE and
COUNTDOWN. These states are depicted in Figure 4. The DQSM is in the IDLE
state as long as the particular node has no segment to transmit on bus A. IT the
DQSM is in the IDLE state and a request arrives on bus B the REQUEST
COUNTER is incremented. If an empty QA-slot arrives on bus A the REQUEST
COUNTER is decremented. When a QA-segment is queued for transmission on bus
A, the DQSM sends a request to the RQM. The RQM queues the request in the
request buffer until a slot with a zero Request bit passes by. The request bit will be
set and the sending of the request has been completed. The operations of the RQM
are independent of the operations of the DQSM.

A segment queued for transmission has to wait until a number of empty QA
slots. the value of which is stored in the REQUEST COUNTER, passes by on bus
A. To establish this, the DQSM transfers to the COUNTDOWN state. The value of
the REQUEST COUNTER is copied to the DOWN COUNTER and the REQUEST
COUNTER is reset. Now. the REQUEST COUNTER is incremented on every set
request bit passing by on bus B and the DOWN COUNTER is decremented on
every QA-slot passing by on bus A. When the DOWN COUNTER reaches zero, the
next empty QA-slot is used to transmit the stored segment. After transmission. the
DQSM returns to the IDLE state until a new QA-segment arrives at the particular
node for transmission on bus A. IT a QA-segment arrives while the DQSM is in the
COUNTDOWN state. this segment is queued in the local buffer until the DQSM
returns to IDLE state. This means there can only be one QA-segment stored for
transmission in the DQSM.

2.3.2 Priorities

According to Figure 2 three levels of priority can be used to gain access to the
bus. This means that there are separate counting mechanisms necessary for each
level of priority. Since there are also separate counting mechanisms for the two
buses. six counting mechanisms are required in total for every node. In other words
there are six DQSMs and RQMs in every node and consequently a maximum of six
QA-segments can be stored for access.

When priorities are used the counting mechanism changes a little. In the IDLE
state the REQUEST COUNTER increments if a request of equal or higher priority

6



passes by on bus B or if a QA-segment of higher priority for transmission on bus A
arrives at the node. The REQUEST COUNTER decrements if an empty QA-slot
passes by on bus A similar to the situation without priorities. In the COUN1DOWN
state the REQUEST COUNTER increments when a request passes by on bus B with
equal priority. The DOWN COUNTER increments when a request passes by on bus
B, i.e. an external request, or a QA-segment for transmission arrives at the node
with a higher priority, i.e. an internal (self) request. The DOWN COUNTER
decrements when an empty QA-slot passes by on bus A similar to the situation
without priorities. TIlls mechanism is also depicted in Figure 4.

IDLE COUNTOOWN

hI

1>1

usA

lEO) oa bus B&

J oa bus B& J-=[ !lcr_lt CD) I
I

QA-le8lel1t It top of local ,Ieue
[1Ct_lt 10) REO) oa bus BI

SELF IEQ [ for bus &

I_1EQ.J for bus & & ]>[ copy-~_r to CD_[ [acr_ut IO.!
reset I

I REO [ fOr bus B
[acreRIt IO.! SELF_REQ) for bus & &

, QA-slot 011 bls & [acr_at CD) I
I DeaeRllt tOJ

Elpty 0&-5101 oa bllS & I CDJ=O
Elpty QA-slot oa bus & , CD

Decr_at CDJ Ireset frOi bus &
TrlUli t QA-S~telIt lid and

I [1Ct_at IO.! BlB.up to BI M for bus &
IIB.reset frOi b

Iacrell!lt CD) I
lQ)=reqlest ClllllteT priorit, I
CD I=eolUltdon couuter priority I
lEO J~rterul reqll!St Fioritr J
SELrJEO.J=iml'ul request Fionty J

IEQ.

&pt

SELF

Figure 4. State transition diagram of a DQSM at bus A.

2.3.3 Bandwidth balancing in DQDB

The queueing algorithm described in Section 2.3.1 delivers QA-slots to the nodes
on the bus. IT all nodes connected to the bus want to transmit segments, the
distribution of the bandwidth is not uniform. The non-uniform distribution of the
total bandwidth among the nodes is usually referred to as unfair. In order to obtain
a fair distribution of the available bandwidth, a BandWidth Balancing (BWB)
mechanism is introduced. Fairness and the necessity of the BWB mechanism will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The mechanism obtains a fair distribution by
forcing every node to skip the use of an extra empty QA-slot once in a while.

The BWB mechanism is realized by the BWB Machine (BWBM) using a
limiting parameter called BWB_MOD and a counter for every bus, called BWB
COUNTER. IT BWB_MOD equals zero, the BWBM is not active. The BWBM is
activated every time a QA-segment is transmitted on the bus and the DQSM returns
to the IDLE state. Upon activation the value of the BWB_CNTR is reaci, As long as
the value of the BWB_CNTR does not equal BWB_MOD-l the BWB_CNTR is
incremented. IT the value of BWB_CNTR equals BWB_MOD-l a BWB_reset signal
is sent to all the DQSMs and the BWB_CNTR is reset. This visualized in Figure 4.
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If a DQSM receives a BWB_reset signal, it does not occupy the flISt empty QA
slot passing 'designated' to it, but instead it will wait for the next one. To realize
this, the REQUEST COUNTER is incremented if the DQSM is in the IDLE state
and the DOWN COUNTER is incremented if the DQSM is in the COUNTDOWN
state. 1bis applies to all six DQSMs which reside in a node. Only BWB_MOD out
of BWB_MOD+l QA-slots will be filled, Le. the particular node may only use
BWB_MOD/(l+BWB_MOD) part of the bandwidth not used by PA access or other
nodes. As a consequence, the bandwidth used by a node is rate controlled (i.e.
possesses a maximum) and the distribution of the bandwidth is fair. 1bis will be
explained in more detail in Section 3.3.

2.3.4 Pre-arbitrated Access

In addition to QA access, PA access can be used to gain access to the buses for
isochronous services. In the case of PA access a node can reserve bandwidth in
order to create a transparent channel for transmission. Since the PA access does not
use a queueing mechanism, it can be used for real time applications, like voice and
video.

The reservation of PA-slots, and of the individual (8-bit) channels within the PA
slot, is perfonned by the Head Of Bus (HOB) which is the node next to the SG or
including the SG (see Figure 1). Every node on the bus keeps track of a table
containing the VCI values and the corresponding channels in the PA-segment
payload which can be used by the node. The node checks the VCI of a PA-slot
passing by on bus A. A PA-slot can be recognized by a Busy and SL_Type bit
which are both set. If the VCI corresponds to the VCI of the entry table the node
will read from or write to one or more channels allowed according to the table. One
or more nodes can share the same slot. These nodes share the same VCI.

2.4 Segmentation and reassembly

The DQDB protocol is defined at the MAC sublayer of the Open System
Interconnection (OSI) model of the International Standards Organization (ISO). The
MAC sublayer is a part of the Data Link Layer (DLL) of the OSI model. The DLL
takes care of framing, error control, flow control and link management. The Logical
Link Control (LLC) is the other sublayer of the DLL which provides the services of
the MAC to the network layer. This is visualized in Figure 5, details can be found
in [IEEE90). The LLC delivers packets of infonnation to the MAC called MAC
Service Data Units (MSDUs). In the case of QA access these packets have a
variable length up to 9 Kbyte. Therefore, these packets have to be split in small
units which fit in the Payload Segment of a DQDB Segment. These small units are
called Derived MAC Protocol Data Units (DIvtPDUs). In order to realize the
splitting of the large packets the segmentation and reassembly process are used.

8
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Figure 5. DQDB in the OSI reference model.

2.4.1 IMPDU creation

Before splitting the MSDU in small units the Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit
(lMPDU) is created out of the MSDU by adding a Common PDU Header of four
octets, a MAC Convergence Protocol (MCP) Header of twenty octets, a Header
Extension of zero to twenty octets, a PADding field of zero to three octets, a 32-bit
CRe field and a Common PDU Trailer of four octets. The data fonnat of the
IMPDU is shown in Figure 6.

octets

bits

2 octets

3

0·9188 octets

IlAC Service Data Uoit

N60-N

Figure 6. Data format of the IMPDU.
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The length of the MSDU field of the IMPDU may vary between 0 and 9188
octets. The number 9188 is chosen because in case of zero length Header Extension
and absent CRC32, the maximum IMPDU length equals 9216 which is 9·1024. This
value is sufficiently large to transport all current LAN-protocols.

The common PDU header of the IMPDU contains a Reserved octet, which is for
further study. Furthennore, there is a Beginning-End (BE) tag octet, which is similar
to the BEtag octet in the trailer of the same IMPDU. The BEtag octet is used to
associate the fIrst and last DMPDU of one IMPDU. This association combined with
the Buffer Allocation (BA) size, which contains the length in octets of the MCP
Header, Header Extension and MSDU, is necessary to detect lost or misinserted
DMPDUs.

The MCP Header contains five fields. The first field is the Destination Address
(DA), the second field the Source Address (SA). The address fields are used to
allocate the receiving and sending party. Both address fields have the same fonnat
which is shown in Figure 6. For use in a public environment 60-bit addresses can
be allocated according to the E.l64 numbering plan of CenT. Both individual and
group addresses are possible. The third field of the MCP Header is the Protocol
IdentificationJPadding Length (pI/PL) field. The 6-bit PI field equals one if the
MSDU is sent to the LLC and 48-63 if the MSDU is used for local administration.
Other values are reserved for future use. The value of the 2-bit PL field equals the
length of the PADding field in the IMPDU. The fourth field of the MCP header is
called the Quality Of Service/CRC32 Indicator Bit/Header Extension Length field
(QOS/CIB/HEL). Firstly, the QOS/CIB/HEL field contains three QOS_delay bits
which indicate the requested quality of service with respect to the delay in accessing
the network and in loss in the network. The latter one is currently reserved and
equals zero. Secondly, the em field indicates if the CRC32 field is present (l) or
absent (0). Thirdly, the 3-bit HEL field equals the length of the header extension in
octets divided by four. Finally, the MCP header contains a bridging field which is
reserved for future use with MAC sublayer bridging.

The Header Extension field provides the capability to add more infonnation in
the IMPDU that may be standardized in future. The maximum length of the Header
Extension is twenty octets. The MSDU contains the infonnation sent by the LLC
sublayer to the MAC sublayer or vice versa. The PADding field is used to establish
a quadruple number of octets in the MSDU plus the PADding field. Therefore, it
contains zero to three octets as indicated by the PL field. The optional CRC32 field
is used to detect burst errors and correct single bit errors in the MCP Header, the
Header Extension, the MSDU and the PADding field. As mentioned before, the
presence of the CRC32 field is indicated by the CIB field in the MCP Header. If
the CRC32 is absent the length of the CRC32 field equals zero. The common PDU
trailer is equal in fonnat and functionality to the common PDU header except that
the BAsize field in the header is called the Length field in the trailer.

2.4.2 Segmentation process

The IMPDU created in the MAC sublayer does in general not fit in the QA
payload of one DQDB cell. Therefore, the IMPDU will be split in one or more
segmentation units of 44 octets which, in combination with a header and a trailer of
two octets, equals the length of the QA payload. The segmentation unit and the
header and trailer together are called the DMPDU which is shown in Figure 7.

The last segmentation unit created is always of the length of 44 octets so if the
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IMPDU does not equal a multiple of 44 octets, a number of padding octets will be
added. H the length of the IMPDU equals 44 octets or less, then only one DMPDU
is created, a Single Segment Message (SSM). In fact, in the latter case no
segmentation occurs. H the length of the IMPDU is larger than 44 and less than or
equal to 88 octets, then two DMPDUs are derived called the Beginning Of
Message (BOM) and the End Of Message (EOM). H the length of the IMPDU
exceeds 88 octets, three or more DMPDU are derived starting with the BOM,
followed by one or more Continuations Of Message (COMs) and ending with the
EOM.

2 4 10

Seglelltatioll Uni t

2

P8yload_
CRC

10

octets

bits

Figure 7. Data format of the DMPDU.

The DMPDU Header (DH) contains three fields. Firstly, the 2-bit SegmencType
field is used to indicate the kind of DMPDU (Le. BOM/COM/EOM/SSM). Secondly,
the DH contains four Sequence_Number (SN) bits to concatenate the DMPDU of a
IMPDU in the correct order by incrementing this value for every DMPDU. The SN
is introduced to detect lost and misinserted DMPDUs at a low level. This technique
originates from the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). Finally, the DH contains a
10-bit Message IDentifier (MID) field used to recognize the DMPDUs which belong
to the same IMPDU.

The DMPDU Trailer (DT) contains a 6-bit Payload_Length field which indicates
the number of octets in the segmentation unit occupied by octets of the IMPDU and
a 10-bit Payload_CRC field used for burst error detection and single error correction
in the DMPDU. The CRC check is done by use of the generator polynomial
Xl0+X9+X5+X4+X+1.

2.4.3 Reassembly process

The reassembly process is the reverse of the segmentation process described in
the preceding section. The reassembly process reads the DMPDUs and concatenates
them in the right order. By reading the :MID fields the DMPDUs belonging to the
same IMPDU are grouped. The right order is checked by reading the
Sequence_Numbers in the DMPDU header. From these concatenated DMPDUs the
original IMPDU is derived. The resulting IMPDU is validated by checking the
Length field in the Cornmon PDU Header, comparing the BEtag field in the
Cornmon PDU Header and Trailer and checking the HEL in the MCP header. From
the validated IMPDU the original MSDU is extracted and sent to the LLC.
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Chapter 3
DQDB network performance

The DQDB protocol described in Chapter 2 has gradually evolved over the last
years. One of the major changes was related to the unfairness of the protocol. The
DQDB access protocol did not distribute the available bandwidth in a fair way among
the nodes on the bus. Furthennore, the distribution of the available bandwidth could
depend on the initial throughput distribution of the network. This is called
unpredictability. In order to solve these two lacks the access protocol has been
improved. In the next sections three major stages in the evolution of the DQDB access
protocol are described. In the fIrst stage in the evolution the access protocol uses a
three state instead of a two state distributed queue state machine and it is not provided
with the bandwidth balancing mechanism. This stage is characterized by unfairness. In
the second stage the access protocol uses a two state distributed queue state machine
and bandwidth balancing is still not provided. This stage is characterized by
unpredictability. In the fmal stage the access protocol conforms the protocol described
in Chapter 2. This stage is characterized by bandwidth balancing.

3.1 Unfairness

The fIrst stage in the evolution of the DQDB access protocol is descn'bed in draft 6
of the IEEE 802.6 standard [lEEEp88]. In this draft DQDB differs at two major points
from the latest draft described in Chapter 2:

• a STANDBY state is used to enable the transmission of a QA-segment without
sending a request

• bandwidth balancing is not used.

If a QA-segment is queued for access via bus A, the DQSM checks whether both
the request counter at priority level zero equals zero and no QA-segments are already
queued at priority level zero. If this is true then the DQSM enters the STANDBY
state. After entering the STANDBY state, the DQSM waits for the next slot on bus A
and B. If a PA-slot arrives at bus A the DQSM stays in the STANDBY state. If a busy
QA-slot arrives at bus A or a request arrives at bus B the DQSM transfers to the
COUNTDOWN state. If an empty QA-slot arrives at bus A the DQSM transmits the
QA-segment.

3.1.1 Forms of unfairness

The version of DQDB discussed in Section 3.1 suffers from five forms of
unfairness:
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• Firstly, the HOB can only use one medium to transmit infonnation while the
nodes in the middle can gain access to both buses. Therefore, the bandwidth
available to the HOBs is half the bandwidth available to the nodes in the middle
of the bus. This fonn of unfairness is visualized in Figure 8.

throughput

1 medium available for HOB

position

Figure 8. Unfairness form 1: only one medium available for the HOB.

• Secondly, the transmission delay is not negligible. A node may gain access to the
bus before its turn by writing to empty QA-slots not knowing there are requests
on their way. In this way, the FIFO system is not completely fulfilled. The
impact of this unfairness on the throughput is visualized in Figure 9.

throughput

transmission delay

position

Figure 9. Unfairness form 2: no negligible transmission delay.

• Thirdly, it is possible to gain access to the bus without sending a request if a
node is in the STANDBY state as explained before. Nodes next to the SG are
advantaged because they receive more empty QA-slots. The impact of this fonn
of unfairness is visualized in Figure 10.
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throughput

access without request

position

Figure 10. Unfairness form 3: access without request is possible using the
STANDBY state.

• Fourthly, a request sent on bus B by a downstream node on bus A causes more
empty QA-slots than requested. A request sent on bus B increments the request
counters in all nodes upstream relative to bus A. But if the pending request
'crosses' an empty QA-slot on bus A, which will be used to satisfy the request, it
is urmecessary to increment nodes upstream from the 'crossing' . As a
consequence one unnecessary empty QA-slot is forwarded by upstream nodes on
bus A. The impact of this fonn of unfairness on the throughput in the network is
shown in Figure 11.

throughput

more empty slots forwarded
than necessary

position

Figure 11. Unfairness form 4: more empry QA-slofS forwarded than necessary.

• Fifthly, requests can be overwritten. Nodes upstream on bus A can overwrite
requests on bus B generated by nodes downstream on bus A. 1bis overwriting is
not done explicit by a node upstream, but is caused by the independent actions of
the DQSM and the RQM. If a segment arrives at an upstream node and it is
stored for transmission, the DQSM transfers to the COUNTDOWN state and a
request is sent to the RQM. The DQSM considers the request to be sent and will
access the bus if the down counter equals zero. In fact, the request is queued
until a zero REQ bit arrives at the opposite bus. In this way, the requests of
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downstream nodes will be overwritten and therefore downstream nodes will gain
access to the bus after upstream nodes. The impact is visualized in Figure 12.

throughput

request overwrite

position

Figure 12. Unfairness form 5: request can be overwritten.

3.1.2 Impact of the ~etwork parameters

Several parameters, describing the network, have a different degree of impact on
the unfairness of the network. These parameters are identified in Table 1. A '+' in
Table 1 means the unfairness increases if the network parameter increases. A '-' means
the unfairness decreases if the network parameter increases.

parameters unfairness form

I

total bus length
intermediate node distance
bus speed
number of PA slots
load on the MAN
load at the node
traffic characteristics
priority

+ • positive correlation
• negative correlation

2

1

+
J

3

1

+
J

1

+
J

4

(+)
1

+
J

s

(+)
1

+
J

Table 1. Table of network parameters and their impact on unfairness.
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Total bus length, intermediate node distance and bus speed

The total bus length, intennediate node distance and bus speed can be reduced to
the more relevant parameters total and intennediate node distance in slot times. These
parameters have a strong impact on the unfairness forms 2 and 3. H there are more
slots between the nodes in the network, upstream nodes can occupy more bandwidth
than downstream nodes due to access without request and transmission delay of
requests. Downstream nodes can request more empty QA-slots but only once in a
round trip delay time which equals 2D as visualized in Figure 13. This is due to the
maximum of one segment that can be stored in one DQSM (see Section 2.3.1). H the
intermediate distance in slot times increases, the round trip delay increases.
Meanwhile, upstream nodes gain access to the bus using their STANDBY state. This
results in a less bandwidth for downstream compared to upstream nodes.

Figure 13. A number of D slots travelling between two active nodes.

Number of PA-slots

Increasing the number of PA-slots in the network has similar impact on the
unfairness as decreasing the bus speed or the absolute bus length. Of course, the
absolute round trip delay and transmission delay stays the same but the round trip
delay in the number of QA-slots between the nodes in the network changes. Therefore,
the impact of the number of PA-slots is not applied to unfairness form 2. H an
increase of the number of PA-slots causes an increase in the total network load, i.e.
PA-load and QA-Ioad, the unfairness fonns 4 and 5 increase. However, if the increase
of the number of PA-slots replaces the QA-slots, i.e. the total network load is not
affected, then the impact of the number of PA-slots on unfairness forms 4 and 5 is
absent and therefore, the '+' is placed between brackets.

Load on the MAN, load at the node and traffic characteristic of the node

Obviously, the load on the MAN depends on the load and characteristic of the
traffic at the node. H the load increases many QA-slots are occupied and access to the
bus requires almost every time a reservation by sending a request. Therefore,
unfairness fonn 5 increases due to a heavily loaded request channel. Funhermore,
unfairness form 4 overrules unfairness form 3 in heavily loaded networks. This is due
to the large number of occupied QA-slots. If a large number of QA-slots is occupied,
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access without request is almost impossible and thus unfairness fonn 3 decreases. This
causes a large number of requests which can cross empty QA-slots. Therefore,
unfairness fonn 4 will increase. But, in a extreme heavily loaded network empty QA
slots are rare and unfairness fonn 4 will decrease. Request will then be satisfied in the
HOB and only a few QA-slots will be forwarded unnecessary.

Priority

The impact of priority on the mean throughput is very low. But since the high
priority request channel is lightly loaded, unfairness fonn 5 decreases for high priority
users. Therefore, high priority levels are favoured of smaller unfairness and higher
throughput [KAU90]. Low priority sent segments suffer from larger delays and larger
unfairness because unfairness fonn 5 is amplified by 'overwriting' requests by high
priority users. However, in general three request channels in a multi-priority
environment cause less mean probability of overwrite and therefore less unfairness.

Overall effect

The total unfairness in a network depends on a mix of above mentioned
parameters. Given this mix it depends on the relative weight of the unfairness fonns
what the overall result will be. It should be noted that the effect of fonn 1 and 4 is the
opposite of fonn 2, 3 and 5.

Generally, in a small network with low bus speed, a small intennediate distance in
slots and light load, the throughput distribution looks like fonn 1. This is caused by
the negligible transmission delay time, the low number of intennediate QA-slots and a
negligible load of the request channel. In a similar network with medium load, it is
possible to create a fair network due to interference of fonn 1 and 3. In a network with
heavy load, unfairness fonn 4 dominates due to the overloaded request channel. In a
large network with high bus speed and a large intennediate distance in slots, the
distribution of the bandwidth looks like fonn 2 or 5 due to the large transmission delay
time and large number of intennediate slots. This is confinned by the results published
by [DAV89], [MAR89] and [MYL89].

3.1.3 Impact and necessity of the STANDBY state

The STANDBY state was introduced in draft 6 of the IEEE 802.6 standard,
implying unfairness fonn 3, to reduce the unfairness fonn 4 by reducing the number of
processed request. But, in heavy load situations, the request channel is overloaded and
fonn 4 will dominate fonn 3 and the total unfairness. Therefore, the STANDBY state
was eliminated in draft 9 of the IEEE 802.6 standard [IEEEp89], [ZUK89]. In the
remainder of this chapter draft 9 will be referred to as the second stage in the
evolution of the DQDB access protocol.

In the second stage in the evolution of DQDB unfairness fonns 1, 2, 4 and 5 still
exist. This does not improve the unfairness of the DQDB access protocol significantly
because unfairness fonn 3 is only important in large and lightly loaded networks.
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3.2 Unpredictability

Another problem already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter is the
unpredictability of network performance. Unpredictability means that the distribution
of the available bandwidth among the nodes depends on the initial throughput
distribution of the network. TIlis problem occurs in the second stage in the evolution of
the DQDB access protocol. In the first stage DQDB also suffers from a sort of
unpredictability. The HOBs are strongly favoured in overload situations and if the
HOB is an initial heavy traffic user, this means the HOB is a heavy traffic user and
the only user up to now, it is hard to seize bandwidth for downstream nodes. If a
downstream node is an initial heavy traffic user a HOB seizes the major part of the
bandwidth if it st~to transmit. In fact, this kind of unpredictability is an extreme
form of unfairness. In the remainder of this section the unpredictability of the second
stage of DQDB is discussed.

Figure 14. Model for a two node DQDB subnetwork.

To describe the unpredictability of DQDB in a general network, a model is used
with two possible transmitters on the bus. Node 1 is the upstream node and node 2 the
downstream node. If a node wants to transmit a QA-segment, a request is always sent,
i.e. the STANDBY state is eliminated. There are D slots in transit between node 1 and
2. This is visualized in Figure 14.

The difference in the switch-on times of the segments from the two nodes is called
~ and is measured in an integral number of slot times. The parameter P expresses the
number of empty QA-slots plus requests circulating between the two nodes. P is an
entity called 'pennits' [HAH90]. In Figure 14 node 1 has already started and node 2 is
quiet. If node 2 wants to transmit segments it only receives empty QA-slots in a
response to a request sent on bus B. Therefore, the number of requests plus empty
QA-slots travelling between both nodes, Le. the number of pennits P, is fixed. P
depends strongly on D and ~:

P = 1 + D - c(~) , (1)

where c(~) is a function which argument is an element in the range [-D,D]' This
function replaces the real ~ by D or -D if ~ is not in the set [-D,D] and it equals ~ if
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A is in the set. This is shown in Equation 2.

c(A) ={ ~
-D

IDD
,if -Ds.M.D.

A<-D

(2)

Equation 1 and 2 can be explained as follows:

• if A>D, c(A)=D and node I starts to transmit much earlier. Node 2 receives an
empty QA-slot only as a response to its own request. In other words, only one
pennit circulates between the nodes, i.e. P=l;

• if A<-D, c(A)=-D and now node 2 starts to transmit much earlier. There are
always D requests between node 1 and 2. When the flISt segment of node 1
arrives at node 2 then there are D empty QA-slots between node 1 and 2. This
means there are approximately 2D permits circulating between node 1 and 2;

• if A=O, c(A)=O and node 1 and node 2 start at the same time. In the beginning
there are D empty QA-slots and one request. After a while these D+l pennits
will be equally divided over the empty QA-slots and requests, i.e. on the average
there will be (D+l)/2 requests and the same number of empty slots;

• if -DSASD, c(A) linear increases from -D to D.

Pennits are generated as requests by the downstream node, i.e. node 2, and queued
by and transmitted as empty QA-slots by the upstream node, i.e. node 1. Queueing
means there is a waiting time needed to 'translate' a request into an empty QA-slot. In
an overload situation, the average queue length in node 1 in terms of slots is called
Q>l, where Q equals the mean access delay. The average queue length equals the
average value of the RE'QUEST COUNTER plus the time needed to write a segment
into a slot, i.e. one slot time. The real rOWld trip delay, i.e. the time it takes a pennit
to travel from node 2 to node 1 and vice versa, is called T. The relative throughputs of
node 1 and 2 are respectively called 11 and 12' From this we can derive a number of
equations:

I
1)=-,

Q

P
1 = - ,

2 T

T=2D+Q.
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(4)

(5)

(6)
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Solving these equations using Equation 1 delivers the steady state throughput for
node 1 and 2:

1 1=~-- = -"......--
!....-w ....!....-.-W
12. 1-1 I

(7)

Wy; + (P-W+l)y I - 1 = 0

2
1 I = -----;::======

2-D-c(11)+V(2-D-c(11»)'l+8D

(8)

(9)

If the nodes start to transmit at the same time, i.e. l1=O and c(l1)=O, both nodes
seize half the available bandwidth. In the worst case for node 2, i.e. c(l1)=D, node 2
merely seizes 1/2D part of the available bandwidth. In the worst case for node 1,
c(l1)=-D and node 1 merely seizes U-J2D of the available bandwidth. The results show
that the distribution of the available bandwidth depends on the initial throughput
distribution of the network. In general, the initial heavy traffic user seizes less
bandwidth when it is located more downstream on the bus [ASm90]. This is due to
unfairness form 2 and 5 as discussed in Section 3.1.1.

The above analysis can also be applied to more than two nodes. If there are one or
more nodes between the initial heavy traffic user and the coming heavy traffic user,
i.e. a light traffic user which will soon become a heavy traffic user, D specifies the
absolute number of slots between these two users. If there is more than one coming
heavy traffic user this analysis can not be applied because Equation 1 is no longer
valid. If there are more than two nodes involved they must 'share' the permits on the
bus and the analysis will be more complex.

If an initial heavy traffic user seizes almost 100% of the available bandwidth, even
a high priority would-be heavy traffic user downstream cannot break the dominance of
the initial heavy traffic user. This is due to the fact that even a high priority request
can only be satisfied once every round trip delay time.

Summarizing, the DQDB access protocol without the STANDBY state is
unpredictable. The unpredictability is especially large when the intermediate node
distance is large. In [ZUK91] it is shown that even for a small intermediate node
distance the DQDB is unpredictable. The latter is due to phase differences between
both buses and non-zero processing times in the nodes.

3.3 Bandwidth balancing

In Section 3.2 the unpredictability of the DQDB access protocol described in draft
9 of the IEEE 802.6 standard is demonstrated. The problem is that a user which wants
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to start sending does not get the opportunity to seize bandwidth on a heavily loaded
bus. If a node does not use an empty QA-slot once in a while then the coming heavy
traffic users can use this empty QA-slot to seize bandwidth. The rate of the heavy
traffic user is called rate controlled. This mechanism is called the BandWidth
Balancing (BWB) mechanism. The BWB mechanism was introduced in draft 12 of the
802.6 standard [IEEE90]. As a consequence, the third stage in the evolution of the
DQDB access protocol is entered.

3.3.1 Description of the mechanism

A solution to avoid the dominance of a single initial heavy traffic user is provided
by the BWB mechanism which was briefly described in Section 2.3.3. The BWB
mechanism is realized by the BWBM, one for each bus, containing a BWB counter
and a BWB modulus (BWB_MOD). This constant is used to bound the BWB counter.
Every time a node transmits a QA-segment at any priority level, the BWB counter is
read. If the BWB counter is smaller than BWB_MOD-l the BWB counter is
incremented. But if. the ~WB counter equals BWB_MOD-l, the BWB count~res~ 1111f1f';Jj...
and a BWB_reset SlgnallS sent to the counters of every DQSM on the same as the ..
BWB counter. Depending on the current state of the node, the request counter or the
down counter of all priority levels are incremented. In other words, the node does not
use one QA-slot every BWB_MOD number of QA-slots. Consequently, a node seizes
at maximum BWB_MOD/(1+BWB_MOD) of the bandwidth left by other nodes.

3.3.2 Analytical approach

In fact, conducting from the description in Section 3.3.1, the BWB mechanism uses
a control rate R which is the maximal seizable bandwidth. As a consequence all users
can have a throughput 'Yt which equals the minimum of the offered local load ~ and
the control rate R. This is stated by [HAH90]:

'Y I: = min [ R , AI: ] .

The control rate R is defmed as a multiple of the wasted bandwidth:

R = ~ [ 1 - L'YI:] ,
till I:

(1')

(11)

where 8, 8>1, is a proponionality constant equal to BWB_MOD. Furthermore, if we
defme:
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a= ~
1 + ~ ,

then Equation 11 can be solved for a particular rate controlled node m:

(12)

(13)

This means that each node can not take more than a fraction a of the capacity left
by other nodes. A disadvantage of the control rate access is the bandwidth wastage
called W. If we call S the bandwidth used by the nodes which are not rate controlled,
i.e. 'Yk=~' V the bandwidth used for PA access and M the number of nodes which are
rate controlled, then the control rate equals:

R = ~ W = ~ [ 1 - S - V - M *R ] ,

where W is the bandwidth wastage. Equation 14 reduces to:

R=~(I-S-V)

1 + M*~

and therefore the bandwidth wastage equals:

W=I-S-V
1 + M*~

(14)

(15)

(16)

The worst case bandwidth wastage occurs when there is only one node active, which is
rate controlled, and there is no PA traffic:

W(worstcase) = __1.....,....
1 + ~
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3.3.3 Balancing time

It is obvious that the BWB mechanism needs time to realize a fair allocation of the
bandwidth. The time needed for the bandwidth distribution to converge to less than 5%
of the long tenn value of the throughput, is called the balancing time tSAL• An example
of throughput convergence is shown in Figure 15.

The balancing time tSAL depends on three parameters discussed below.
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Figure 15. Throughput convergence for a DQDB network with three rate controlled
users.

Proportionality constant, 8=BWB_MOD

H 8 decreases, the node. does not use an empty QA-slot more frequently. This
extra capacity can be used by other nodes to realize the fair allocation of the
bandwidth faster, and consequently the balancing time decreases. However if 8
decreases, the bandwidth wastage W increases according to Equation 16. Apparently, it
is necessary to find an optimum for 6 which realizes a small bandwidth wastage and a
satisfying balancing time. This is also stated by [CON90].

Number of slots between the nodes, D

The convergence of the bandwidth to a fair allocation occurs in steps of two times
the intennediate distance in slot times, i.e. 2D. If the number of slots between the
nodes increases, the round trip delay increases which results in a longer balancing
time.
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Position

This parameter is related to the previous parameter. A node which is at large
distance relative to the initial heavy traffic user needs more time to seize a fair part of
the available bandwidth. The bandwidth of this node converges in steps of 2D', where
D' equals the number of slots between the two far end users. This is visualized in
Figure 16 where tSAL is shown for an intermediate distance of 100 and 1000 slots
[ASj90].

n= 100 SI01s
n... 1000 Slots
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Balance ratio 8/9
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Figure 16. Bandwidth balancing in steps of 2D.

Since the balancing time can be very large in the case of a large intennediate
distance, a coming heavy traffic user which transmits small IMPDUs for a short time
will be treated unfair. In that case, the balancing time is too short to let the bandwidth
converge to the allowed bandwidth (Yk)' This effect is worse for a coming heavy
traffic user located downstream from the initial heavy traffic user, than for a coming
heavy traffic user located upstream. In the first case the coming heavy traffic user can
only access the QA-slots which have passed the initial heavy traffic user. In
conclusion, unfairness can occur in the case of users which send messages for only a
short period of time.

3.3.4 BWB and priorities

The BWB mechanism prevents upstream users to use all empty QA-slots. The
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coming heavy traffic users use this extra bandwidth and send requests to increase the
number of empty QA-slots. In a multi-priority environment, problems can occur since
high priority heavy traffic users are capable to overrule low priority requests needed
for the convergence procedure. If we consider a network in an overload situation
where all users are or can become a heavy traffic user, the following cases can be
distinguished in steady state situation ('H' means high priority user and 'L' low
priority user):

Downstream high priority users (LLLLLLHHHHHHH)

Since there is no separate BWBM for every priority level, high pnonty
downstream users do not have much profit. The distribution of the allocated bandwidth
is uniform along the bus [ASj90]. The only advantage for high priority users is that
they can converge faster than a low priority user. The throughput distribution along the
forwarded bus is depicted in Figure 17.

L L LL LLHHH H HHH

Figure 17. Throughput distribution along the forwarded bus for downstream high
priority users.

Upstream high priority users (HHHHHHHLLLLLL)

Upstream high priority users seize a large part of the available bandwidth due to
ignoring the requests of downstream low priority users. The low priority users can only
seize a very small part of the available bandwidth. In Figure 18 the throughput
distribution is depicted for the fOTl·..,arded bus.
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HHHHHHHLLLLLL

Figure 18. Throughput distribution along the forwarded bus for upstream high
priority users.

More high and low priority user groups (HHLLHHLLHHLLH)

If there are more high priority user groups spread over the bus, these groups seize
a great part of the bandwidth. High priority user groups downstream seize less
bandwidth than high priority user groups upstream due to the fact that intennediate
low priority user groups confIscate a part of the remaining bandwidth. However, these
high priority user groups seize more bandwidth than the neighbour low priority users
thanks to the fact that their requests are not ignored by the low priority users. High
priority user groups at the end of the bus always seize the same amount of bandwidth
as the forgoing low priority users. This is due to the fact that they share the capacity
with the forgoing low priority users. This is visualized in Figure 19.

I I
H H L L H H L L H H L L H

Figure 19. Throughput distribution along the forwarded bus for more high and low
priority user groups.
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3.3.5 BWB and unfairness

Figure 14 shows that the BWB mechanism distributes the available bandwidth in a
fair way among the users. But in the preceding sections, unfairness of DQDB
including BWB still occurs in two forms:

• Firstly, light traffic users who want to send messages for a short time, do not get
the opportunity to seize a fair part of the available bandwidth on a heavily loaded
bus. This is due to the fact that the balancing time is not infmitely small.

• Secondly, in a multi-priority environment, high priority user can only seize a
larger part of the bandwidth if they are located upstream. Downstream head-end
high priority users seize as much bandwidth as the neighbouring low priority
users. Furthermore, the bandwidth seized by low priority users is very small
compared to the bandwidth seized by upstream high priority users.

The conclusion which can be drawn is that the DQDB access protocol including
the BWB mechanism does still not distribute the available bandwidth in a complete
fair way. However, with the introduction of the mechanism the DQDB access protocol
has become predictable.
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Chapter 4
Queueing model of DQDB

As stated at the end of Chapter 3, DQDB including BWB is still unfair for light
traffic users and multi-priority. These two forms of unfairness are modelled and
numerically expressed in the next sections.

4.1 Light traffic users

Light traffic users are treated unfair by the BWB mechanism due to the balancing
time tBAL• The impact of tBAL on the unfairness is described in Section 3.3.3. In order to
detennine the degree of unfairness a queuing model is developed. This queuing model
is also used by [BIS90]. The model is based on the configuration shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. The queuing model.

H we assume that only one downstream user and one upstream user are active the
model can be explained as follows. If user i starts to transmit at t=0, it consumes a
part a. of the remaining bandwidth. This is stated by Equation 13. Because of the
higher data stream at bus A, at f=D, the throughput of the downstream user is reduced
and because of the higher request stream, at f=D, the throughput of the upstream user
is reduced. As a consequence, the request stream of the downstream users and the data
stream of the upstream users are also reduced. At t=W, the reduced request and data
stream reach user i. User i again consumes a part a. of the remaining bandwidth. Since
the remaining bandwidth is increased, the part consumed by user i is also increased.
This mechanism continues until a balance is found in the DQDB-network. The
mechanism is activated at the discrete times to, D, W, 3D,..... ).

The following assumptions are made to simplify the calculations:
• Every user, except user i, is rate controlled with throughput 'Yi=R at t=0 (see
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Equation 14).
• There is no PA traffic.
• The total throughput of all upstream users is r .., the throughput of all

downstream users is r".
• The impact of the users a multiple of D slots away from user i is small compared

to the impact of the neighbouring users. Therefore, these far users are not
considered.

• The throughput of a user changes when a new request or data stream has arrived.
• The throughput of a user at the forward bus causes an equal request stream at the

reverse bus. This request stream arrives at upstream users and causes a reduced
throughput of the upstream users. In that way, the balance of bandwidth and the
corresponding reservations (requests) is accomplished.

4.1.1 Active downstream user

H the throughput of the upstream users, i.e. r .., equals zero and the throughput of
all downstream users is equal to the throughput of one downstream user, i.e. r ,ry",
then the throughput of user i can easily be calculated. The throughput of the upstream
users is zero in the case of studying a HOB-node, or if user i and all upstream users
are idle. The throughput of the downstream user is equal to the throughput of one
initial heavy traffic user which equals a=~/(1 +~). This is depicted in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Initial situation in the case of one active downstream user.

The mechanism described in the preceding section is expressed in the Equations 18
and 19 for t~;
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Y,,(t) =a(1-y j (t-D»

, if r" =0 ,

, if r" =0 .

(18)

(19)

Furthennore, the following initial conditions are assumed:

Yj (t) = a (1 - a )

, if rs;o and r" =0 ,

, if t=O and r" =0 ,

, if t<O and r .. =0 .

(20)

(21)

(22)

Since the mechanism is only activated at a discrete time multiples of D slots, it can
be seen as a discrete system with discrete time variable k=t/D. This is shown by the
general difference equation derived by using Equations 18 and 19:

(23)

Since the time between throughput adjustments equals 2D, the throughput of user i
at k is odd equals the throughput at k+1 is even. Therefore, the throughput of user i
can be split in an odd part y,(k"",,) and an even part 'Ylk~VCfI) which are equal. Using
Equations 23, the throughput of user i can be detennined:

, if k is even ,

, if k is odd.

(24)

(25)

The value of C can be calculated by substituting Equation 24 or 25 in Equation 23.
Since k and k-l are even in Equation 24 and 25 respectively, the negative base in

those equations results in a positive value. Therefore, Acl+B(-a)" can be replaced by
A'a"'. The value of A' can be calculated by substituting the initial condition 21 in
Equation 24. The throughput of user i equals:
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a _al:+3
y.(k)=__

I l+a

a _al:+2

y .(k) =---:--_
I 1 +a

, if k is even ,

, if k is odd. (27)

These equations correspond to the results derived by [HAH"]. The len, tenn
throughput of user i equals:

ay.(oo)=_ ,
I a+l

(21)

which is stated by Equation 14.
From Equation 2' the .alancin, time can be calculated in tenns of D slots using

the following inequality (see Section 3.3.3):

a_a....+
3 a

~~_ > 0.95__ ,
1+a 1 +a

(2')

which results in a balancing time tSAL of 24D if ~8 as stated by the IEEE 802.6
standard.

IT user i is supplied with a bursty source and an average load on bus A much lower
than a part a1a+l of the total available bandwidth, i.e. a light traffic user, it will have
to seize bandwidth every time a packet arrives. At these moments the user must again
seize the bandwidth which costs 24D slot times. 1bis causes extra delay.

Since the above analysis is symmetrical with respect to user i, the same analysis
can be applied to an upstream initial heavy traffic user and a idle downstream user.
This will lead to the same initial conditions and the same difference equation. Thus,
the results will be the same.

4.1.2 Active upstream and downstream user

If both an upstream user and a downstream user are active at 1=0, the analysis will
be more complex. The throughput of the upstream and downstream users is minimized
to the throughput of one upstream and downstream user respectively, i.e. r"=Y,, and
rd=Yd' This system is visualized in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Initial situation in the case of an active upstream and downstream user.

Three equations describe this system:

YJk)=a(1-y j (k-1)-y.,(k-2)) , (30)

(31)

(32)

using the discrete time variable k as explained in Section 4.1.1. Furthennore, the
boundary conditions are given by:

y.(k)=a(1- 2a )= a-a
2

, if k=O ,
, l+a l+a

Yi(k)=O , if k<O ,

Y (k) =yd(k)=~ , if ~O .
M 1+a

(33)

(34)

(35)

From the z-transfonn of the Equations 30 through 32 the difference equation for the
throughput of user i is detennined:
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(36)

Difference Equation 36 can be solved as explained in Section 4.1.1. Similarly, the
throughput of user i is split in an even and an odd component. This results in:

, if k is even,

,if k is odd.

(37)

(38)

The long term value of the throughput equals:

a+a2 a"(.(00)= =__ ,
I (1+a)(1+2a) 1+2a

(39)

which corresponds to Equation 14. The balancing time tSAL can be calculated in the
same way it is done in Section 4.1.1. In this case the balancing time equals 16D if 13=8
as stated by the IEEE 802.6 standard. The balancing time is shorter compared to the
case of only an active downstream user because in this case the coming heavy traffic
user i seizes bandwidth from both users every 2D.

4.2 Multi-priority

In the case that stations can choose between different priority levels, three cases
can be identified. These cases are discussed in the next sections.

4.2.1 Leading high priority users

If there is a leading high priority user, the tailing low priority user can not seize
more bandwidth than a part a of the bandwidth left by the leading high priority user.
When there is a group of H leading high priority users and L tailing low priority users.
the group of high priority users leaves a small part of the bandwidth which will be
shared by the group of low priority users. This results in the following single long
term throughputs:
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y _ ~ (l H~)_ ~
L T;:IJf - 1+H~ (1 +H~)(1 +LJ3) ,

y - ~
H 1+HJ3

(40)

(41)

If ~8 as stated by the IEEE 802.6 standard, YL can reach a maximum of 9.9% of the
available bandwidth. Funhennore, the throughput ratio of a single high priority user
and a single low priority user equals 1+L~. The reason of the great difference in
throughput of both priorities is that the DQSM of the high priority user is not affected
at all by any low priority request. However, the low priority DQSM is affected by high
priority requests. Recall that there are separate DQSMs for separate priority levels, see
Section 2.3.2.

4.2.2 Leading low priority users

If there is a leading low priority user or a group of leading low priority users, the
available bandwidth is equally distributed among all users. Although a low priority
request is ignored by a high priority user, segments have no priority and thus the low
priority users can seize the an equal share of the available bandwidth. In other words,
the BWB interaction between a leading low priority user and a tailing high priority
user is equal to that of two users of the same priority. The low priority users react
earlier to the high priority request but in the same way as to a low priority request.
Therefore, the seized bandwidth of the leading low priority user and the tailing high
priority user are equal:

'V _'V _ ~
'L 'H 1+M~'

where M is the number of rate controlled high and low priority users.

4.2.3 Alternating high and low priority users

(42)

Alternating priorities with a low priority user surrounded by high priority users is
shown in Figure 23. The numbers depicted reflect the bus utilization at the
corresponding parts of the bus when the low priority user is still silent. At 1=0, the low
priority user starts transmitting.
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Figure 23. Low priority user surrounded by high priority users.

The throughput of the upstream high priority user is only affected by the
downstream high priority user at discrete time multiples of W. The low priority user
is affected by the downstream as well as the upstream high priority user at discrete
time multiples of D. The downstream high priority user is affected by the upstream
high priority user and the low priority user at discrete time multiples of W and D
respectively. An explanation of the forgoing statements can be found in the preceding
sections. If a time discrete system is considered, using k=tlD as discrete time variable,
the stated affections can be translated in a set of equations:

(43)

(....)

(45)

where YH and YL are the throughputs of the high and low priority users respectively.
This set of equation can be translated in a difference equation for the throughput of the
upstream high priority user by using the z-transform:

(46)

This difference equation can be solved as shown m Section 4.1 using the initial
conditions as depicted in Figure 23:
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, if k is even •

, if k is odd.

(47)

(48)

According to Equation 47 or 48. the long tenn bandwidth seized by the high priority
upstream user equals:

ex
yH (co) = 2 '

• l+ex-ex

while the other users share the part ex of the bandwidth left:

YL (co) =ex(l-yH. (co) -yL (co» ,

and thus:

(49)

(50)

(51)

In the IEEE 802.6 standard ex equals 8/9. As a consequence, the bandwidth seized
by the high priority upstream user is 81% of the available bandwidth and the
bandwidth of the other users is 9% each. The bandwidth wasted is equal to 1.1%. If
the three users were sending at the same priority level. the bandwidth wastage would
be 4%. lIDs decrease in bandwidth wastage is a result of the ignorance of the low
priority requests by the upstream high priority user. The low priority user and the
downstream high priority user share the bandwidth left, i.e wasted. by the upstream
high priority user.

Another example of alternating priorities is shown in Figure 24 where a high
priority user is surrounded by low priority users. The high priority user starts
transmitting at 1=0.
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Figure 24. High priority user surrounded by low priority users.

To this alternating priority distribution the same analysis can be applied as has
been applied to the alternating distribution of a low priority user surrounded by a high
priority user. This results in the same difference equation stated by Equation 46 for the
high priority user in Figure 24. As a consequence, the high priority user seizes the
greatest part of the bandwidth while the low priority users share the remaining part.

4.2.4 Symmetry aspects of the dual bus configuration

The scenarios studied in the Sections 4.2.1 through 4.2.3 have symmetrical
properties due to the fact that a DQDB-based MAN consists of a dual bus
configuration. Leading low priority users on bus A means tailing low priority users on
bus B. The throughputs calculated in the preceding sections are for one bus only and
they do not provide the full picture for the total throughput.

Furthermore, the relative throughputs calculated, occur if all users are rate
controlled. Usually, only the users near the HOB are rate controlled. The reason for
this is that the users near the HOB direct a large amount of their load to one bus and
might be rate controlled if it is asswned that the distribution of destination addresses is
wriform. Consequently, a tailing high priority user can not seize a large amount of
bandwidth but on the other hand it also does not need it.

A DQDB-based MAN with alternating priorities will assign the major part of its
bandwidth to the high priority users. A downstream high priority user on bus A seizes
less bandwidth than an upstream high priority user on bus A. But the high priority
downstream user does not need a large amount of the bandwidth on bus A. On bus B
the high priority is an upstream user which need and can seize a large part of the
bandwidth as stated by Equation 49. As a consequence, the average delay will not be
extreme high.

The situation described in the preceding paragraphs is not the worst case situation.
Such a situation occurs if all users want to transmit to the same downstream user on
the network. Then all users will easily be rate controlled and the amount of the
bandwidth calculated in the preceding sections can be seized. As an example consider
the situation in which the most downstream node is a switch to another MAN and the
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major part of the load is directed to an outside destination.

4.3 Bus utilization

The defInition of the bus utilization in a DQDB-based MAN is not Wlambiguous.
Depending on wether or not reserved QA-slots contribute to the load, the bus
utilization is expressed as the effective or real bus utilization respectively.

4.3.1 Real bus utilization

The real bus utilization is the part of the available bandwidth B which is really
occupied by the local users. EveI)' user contributes to the load on a bus equal to the
number of destination users situated downstream, due to the uniform distribution of the
destination addresses. Given n users in a DQDB-based MAN, the real bus utilization
increases moving downstream from user i-I to user i by the quantity:

(n-i)L
(n -l)B

(52)

where L is the local load per user. Here it is assumed that the users are distributed
equidistantly and that all users have an equal local load. Using Equation 52 the mean
real bus utilization Pr can be calculated according to;

- 1 L n-l n-l n-2 n-l n-2 1p =--[-+(-+-)+..... +(--+-+ ....._)]=
r n-l B n-l n-l n-l n-l n-l n-l

1 L n-l n-2 1
=--Hn-l)-+(n-2)-+ ..... +1_] =

n-l B n-l n-l n-l

L 1 "-1

=_ Lk2 =
B (n-l? 1'-1

n(2n-l)L (2,,-1)L·
=

6(n-l)B 6(n-l)B
(53)

where L· is the total load equal to nL. The mean real bus utilization Pr reaches a
maximum Pr...-, assuming there are no packets lost in the local buffers, if at user n the
real bus utilization equals the available bandwidth B. The maximum real bus utilization
boWlds the total load to a maximum. If the total load exceeds the maximum, user 1
fIrst starts to loose packets. In other words, the real bus utilization at user n equals 1
which is expressed in Equation 54:
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L L "-I L L·max n-l n-2 1 max ~ k = n max =_max = 1P =--(--+--+ ..... +--)=~--,...,..",.... LJ
r B n-l n-l n-l (n-l)B hi 2B 2B

(54)

with L·....... is the total load which causes the maximum real bus utilization without
packet loss. This results in:

and:

- 2n-l
Pr.max = 3(n-l)

(55)

(56)

Apparently, the mean real bus utilization is maximal if there are two users in the
MAN. H the number of users increases the mean real bus utilization approaches 2{3.

Again it is emphasized that this derivation is only valid for an uniform distribution
of the destination addresses. Furthermore, the available bandwidth B is calculated for
the IEEE 802.6 standard in Appendix B. However, this derivation does not take into
account the bandwidth wasted by the BWB mechanism. No bandwidth is wasted if
there are no users rate controlled either or no packets are lost. Thus, if the local load
does not exceed the maximum derived in Equation 55, no bandwidth is wasted.

4.3.2 Effective bus utilization

The effective bus utilization takes into account the slots reserved by downstream
users. Despite that the slots are empty until they reach the source user, they cannot be
occupied by other users. Therefore, the effective bus utilization equals the real bus
utilization added to the request stream at the reverse bus. The effective bus utilization
is the same for every part of the bus and equals:

P =!:..( n-l + n-2 +..... +_l_)=!:.._l_ Ek = nL = L· .
e B n-l n-l n-l B n-l hi 2B 2B

(57)

The mean effective bus utilization j5, equals the effective bus utilization p, and is
independent of the number of users if the total load L· is constant. The mean effective
bus utilization reaches its maximum of 1 if the local load equals the maximum local
load L_ as defined in Equation 55.

The mean effective bus utilization is the commonly used parameter in literature to
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express the bus utilization. Besides, the effective bus utilization is also used in case of
non-unifonn distribution of destination addresses.

4.4 Bandwidth balancing in overload situations

The BWB mechanism as described in Section 2.3.3 is activated if the BWB
modulus ~ is larger than zero. But if the local load of all users on a bus is small, all
users seize the bandwidth they are applying for. In detail, if the first order
approximation of the control rate R, as stated in Equation 11, is larger than the largest
local load, no user will be rate controlled.

In a network with unifonn distributed destinations the maximum local load is
provided by the upstream head-end. This user directs its total local load L to the bus.
If its relative load LIB is smaller than R, neither this user, nor the other users neither,
will be rate controlled. TIlls is expressed in Equation 58:

L 2p,
R=~(I-LYt)=~(I-P,)<_=-,

.lIt B n

and thus:

> n~
p, 2+n~ ,

(58)

(59)

using Equation 57 for the effective bus utilization. In a DQDB-based MAN with
fifteen users and ~=8 the effective bus utilization has to be larger than 98.4% of the
total available bandwidth for the BWB mechanism to be effective.

If a fictive effective bus utilization is larger than 1, i.e.(l+0), a number of M users
is rate controlled. The remaining M-n users seize a part 5 of the bandwidth as stated in
Section 3.3.2. TIlls remaining part equals:

1 ..-M-I M
5=(1+0)_ L k= (n-M-I)(n- ) (1+0) ,

n-l ftl n(n-1)
(60)

where it is assumed that the distribution of the destination addresses is unifonn as
stated by Equation 52. If the number of rate controlled users has to be determined, the
local load of the most downstream rate controlled user has to be larger than the
controlled rate R. This results in the inequality of Equation 61 where Equation 14 is
used assuming no PA traffic:
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In this derivation the effective bus utilization of Equation 57 is used. This results in:

1+4n~ (~~ (n-l) +2) ),
(~_2)2 1+~

(62)

which can be simplified for n»O, ~>O and ~>O:

(63)

The number of rate controlled users M is a real number which must be truncated.
The same analysis can be applied to bus B. This results in the same number of rate

controlled users M which are situated at the other bus-end of the MAN. These users
suffer from a large local delay and packet loss.

All users are rate controlled on both buses if M=n. In that case the throughput of
all users is equal and maximal which causes equal access delays. But since the users
near the HOBs direct a major part of their load to one bus, for these users the local
delay, and consequently the total delay will increase rapidly.
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Chapter 5
Simulation of DQDB

The Distributed Queue Dual Bus access protocol, described in Chapter 2, treats the
nodes attached to the dual bus in an unfair way as explained in Chapter 3 and 4. This so
called unfairness of the DQDB access protocol decreases the performance of the DQDB
network. In the case of a large degree of unfairness the DQDB network would be less
suited for implementation in the public network environment.

Analytical detennination of the performance of DQDB is very complicated as can be
seen in Chapter 4. Then, a way to determine the unfairness properly is by simulation. In
this chapter the boundary conditions of the simulation, the simulation model itself and the
simulation language used are discussed.

5.1 System parameters

The relevant parameters in the simulation of the DQDB-based network are listed
below. The values of the parameters used in the actual simulations are listed in Appendix
A and B.

Arrival rate at the DQDB nodes

The arrival rate must be variable to obtain different loads on the MAN. Since network
performance usually decreases rapidly in the case of extreme high network loads, the step
size of the increase of the load has to be smaller in high load situations. Furthermore, it
must be possible to assign different arrival rates to different DQDB nodes.

Packet size

The packet size is the length of the packets (lMPDUs) arriving at the DQDB node
before segmentation has been applied. The size of the packets has a strong impact on the
waiting time in the local buffer, and therefore on the total waiting time.

Source type

The type of traffic arriving at the DQDB node has an impact on the local buffer load
of the node. The local buffer load has an impact on the access delay of the segments and
thereby on the total network performance. Two major source types are relevant to the
DQDB-based network: Poisson sources, generating exponential Inter Arrival Times (lATs)
between two packets. and bursty sources which are described in Section 5.3.2.
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Switch-on-time

In order to measure unpredictability, the moment a DQDB node starts receiving
packets from the local source must be variable.

Number of stations

The number of slots travelling between the attached nodes has a strong impact on the
network performance. This number is determined by the bus length and the bus speed and
not by the number of nodes. However in the future, networks with a specific number of
stations can be simulated. Implementing this parameter increases the generality of the
model.

Bus speed

The bus speed has a strong impact on the transmission delay time in terms of slot
times.

Intermediate node distance

The intermediate distance is needed to determine the distance between the source and
destination node. Then, together with the bus speed, the transmission delay as well as the
number of slots D can be calculated.

Priority distribution

If priorities are used, the priority distribution determines the priority used by a
particular node. This is required to measure the effect of priorities.

Amount of PA traffic

As shown in Table 1, the number of PA-slots has an impact on the unfairness of the
DQDB access protocol. Therefore, it is necessary to variate the number of PA-slots in
order to measure this impact.

Distribution of destination addresses

If the distribution is uniform, all nodes are equally loaded. Otherwise, one or more
nodes can be overloaded.

Overhead

The amount of overhead in the 125J.1s frames on the MAN varies for different bus
speeds (see Figure 2). Furthermore, the overhead due to the segmentation process has to
be taken into account (see Figure 6 and 7). These overheads affect the bandwidth
available for transmission (see Appendix B).
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STANDBYstafe~--------------- _

Depending on the stage in the evolution of the standardization process of IEEE 802.6
the STANDBY state is whether or not implemented.

S.2 Description of the simulation model

The simulation model has to be as general and complete as possible. The building
blocks of the model will be described fIrst.

S.2.1 General description

The following building blocks will be implemented in the simulation model:

Slot Generator (SG)

There is one SO generating the slots for both buses.

Access Unit (AU)

There is one AU for each node. The AU reads the ACF of the arriving slots and
observes whether one or more request bits are set, and whether the slot is an empty QA
slot, a busy QA-slot or a PA-slot. Furthermore, if the QA-slot is busy the AU reads the
destination address in the case of a BOM or SSM segment and transmits this segment to
the Reassembly State Machine (RSM) if the destination address equals the address of the
AU. In the case of a COM or EOM segment, the AU reads the MID and Sequence
_Nwnber fIeld. This segment is transmitted to the RSM if the MID matches the MID
value of the preceding BOM and the Sequence_Nwnber is the successor of the
Sequence_Nwnber of the preceding received segment with an equal MID value. Finally,
the AU sends the current slot to the next node on the bus.

Queuing Machine

The queuing machine realizes the DQSM, the RQM and the BWBM as described in
Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.3. The queuing machine accepts the segments from the
segmentation machine and keeps track of the distributed queue by means of the
REQUEST COUNTER and the DOWN COUNTER. The queuing machine accomplishes
the access to both buses for each priority level. Furthermore, the queuing machine
contains the outstanding request counter and the BWB COUNTER. There is one queuing
machine for each node.

Segmentation Machine (SM)

The SM segments the arriving IMPDUs in DMPDUs as described in Section 2.4.2,
stores the obtained segments in a local FIFO queue and sends the segment stored on top
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of the queue to the DQSM if the latter is in the IDLE state. There is one SM for each
node which accomplishes the segmentation process for both buses.

Reassembly State Machine (RSM)

The RSM reassembles the segments which are send to the AU in one IMPDU as
described in Section 2.4.3. The RSM in the simulation model does not store the segments
until the IMPDU is complete but only keeps track of the MID table and the
Sequence_numbers of the received segments. There is one RSM for each node which
accomplishes the reassembly process for segments arriving on both buses.

Source

There is one data generator for each node which generates bursts of LAN-packets for
the SM.

The SM and RSM are implemented to obtain the differences in performance as a
function of the arrival of small and large packets. The time needed to segment or
reassembly is constant and therefore not implemented. The building blocks listed above
cooperate in the way illustrated in Figure 25. Since the mechanism for PA traffic is not
yet standardized, it is not implemented in the simulation model. But, in order to measure
the influence of the amount of PA traffic, it is possible to reserve a part of the available
bandwidth for (fictive) PA traffic.

I I slot
SO

I
Access Unit I •

slot I

empty QA slot/request segment segments
I· - - - •• - - - - ~ - - • - - • - - •• - - - • - - • ---- -----------_._----- -- .. __ .. _ ..

request REQcO,

ISWBM) :WB_U: ! I request

'--

DQSM jRQM
1

RSM
! •

BWB reset-);segments
____ • • __ ._. .•• ..• ' __ '_._ .. __ .. __ .0. __ ..•... _.

Queueing machine

i SM
Source I~----'.__

packets

Figure 25. Building blocks of the simulation model and their interaction.
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5.2.2 Source types

The source building block shown in Figure 25 generates packets. In
telecommunications the commonly used distribution to generate the Inter Arrival Times
(IATs) is the exponential distribution shown in Equation 64:

F(t) =expo(A) == 1 -e -'1.1 , (64)

where 1fA equals the mean IAT in a unit of time and thus A. equals the mean load in
packets per unit of time. This distribution can be used to generate packets which arrive
at the DQDB nodes. Since the IEEE 802.6 standard only fully describes connectionless
QA access, the sources used in the simulation will only 'produce' traffic from
connectionless services. A typical example of such a service is LAN-LAN interconnection.

One of the most commonly used LAN access protocols is the CSMA/CD Ethernet
protocol [IEEE89], [IEEE89s], [AKH89]. The nodes attached to such a LAN generate
packets and retransmit them if a collision is detected. The retransmission occurs in an
exponential length of time after the collision is detected. Once a node has transmitted a
packet, other nodes can transmit a packet after waiting for an inter packet gap time (tGAP)
of at least 9.6 J.LS, in the case of a 10 Mbit/s Ethernet. The IAT of the packets of one node
is exponentially distributed due to the exponential waiting time after collision detection.
It can be shown that summing n sources which generate packets!bursts possessing an
exponentially distributed IAT and mean A;, corresponds to one source generating
packets!bursts also possessing an exponentially distributed IAT and mean 'A,,=I:A.j
[KLE75]. In other words, an Ethernet generates packets possessing an exponentially
distributed IAT and an inter packet gap of at least 9.6 J.LS. This is visualized in Figure 26.
The separate packets in Figure 26 can originate from different sources at the LAN and can
posses different destinations.

t
IAT

•

Figure 26. Packets generated by all Ethernet-based LAN.

The length of the packets is bounded to a maximum of 1518 octets and a minimum
of 64 octets. In this model the length of the packets is unifonnly distributed. In a real
environment, the packet length is not unifonnly distributed. In such a case 0/3 of the
generated packets contains management infonnation of about 100 octets each and Y3
contains user data of maximal length, i.e. 1518 octets. One simulation has been completed
with this so called real environment.
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5.2.3 Points of measurement

In Section 3.1, unfairness is shown in tenns of throughput. An other way to express
unfairness is in tenns of access delay. If we want to draw the Figures 7 up to 11
expressing unfairness in tenns of access delay, concave curves will become convex and
vice versa. Access delay is one of the delays which contributes to the total delay. Other
delays are local buffer delay and the transmission delay. Since a detailed study of the total
delay in a DQDB-based network is required, separate measurements have to be performed
for different delay types. The three different delay types contributing to the total delay are
visualized in Figure 27.

Bus

Transm.
delay

1
dey

or PIFO queue
-

I-

-Access
y

1a
Local dela

Local buffi-jill--

Figure 27. The three different delays contributing to the total delay.

The transmission delay can be calculated from the intermediate distance and the bus
speed. The access delay and the local delay have to be simulated. Furthermore, the packet
delay is simulated which is the delay from the moment a packet arrives at the source node
(before the segmentation process is activated) up to the moment the packet is completely
reassembled at the destination node. The measurement of the local, access delay and
packet delay will occur for all nodes simultaneously and for a large number of packets.

5.3 Simulation language

General progranuning languages like PASCAL and FORTRAN, are more flexible and
run faster than simulation languages like SIMSCRIPT and SIMULA. However, if a
powerful simulation language is already available and no extreme large models have to
be implemented, simulation languages are preferable thanks to additional tools like
random number generators and averaging algorithms.

In this report SIMSCRIPT II.5 is chosen for the implementation of the DQDB model
shown in Figure 25. This choice was made on basis of its natural self-documenting
language, support of the process interaction approach, its general applicability and its
flexibility.

5.3.1 Sources in SIMSCRIPT U.5

The most important distribution is the uniform distribution in the interval [0,1], called
U(O,}). Other distributions, like the exponential distribution expo(A,) and normal
distribution N(Jl,ci) can be obtained by transforming U(O,}) random variables in a way
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detennined by the distribution function F(t). This will be discussed in detail in Section
5.4.2.

5.3.2 Random number generators

Generating random numbers is an well-known problem in simulation studies. An
algorithm implemented in a computer can never generate independent and unifonnly
distributed random numbers. It can only generate numbers which look randomly
generated. These numbers are called pseudo random numbers. In the remainder of this
report, pseudo random numbers are called random numbers.

There are several techniques to generate random numbers by means of an algorithm.
Most common and also used by SIMSCRIPT is the Linear Congruential Generator (LeG).
The LeG generates a sequence of integers by means of the recursive Equation 65:

Z; = (aZ;_l -+-c )(mod m) , (65)

where the multiplier a, the increment c, the modulus m and the seed Zo are non-negative
integers. The randomly generated numbers Ui equal:

Z.
U; = ~ . (66)

Since <r.:;Z;$m-l, it can be detennined that Uj is an element of the set {O, 11m,
21m,.... ,mf(m·l)J. As a consequence, the generated distribution is discrete and not
continuous. However, if m is large the distribution looks like a continuous uniform
distribution. Using the same seed for different simulations provides the opportunity to
compare the simulations in a proper way.

Once Zj will equal Zo the same stream of random numbers is generated again. In other
words, the generation of random numbers is a cyclic process with a finite period length.
It is necessary to obtain a large as possible period length in order to generate
'independent' numbers. The period length depends on the choice of a, C and m. The
impact of a, C and m on the period length is described in [LAW82J.

Two questions are left: are the random numbers independently generated and are the
generated U/ s uniform distributed in the interval [O,lJ? These questions can be answered
by chi-square tests [LAW82J. Since the chi-square test on uniformity requires
independency as a prior condition, the independency test has to be performed first.

5.3.2.1 Independency test

The independency test is based on the hypothesis that the generated random numbers
are independent. This hypothesis can only be rejected but not accepted.
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In order to test the independency, the number of ron-ups of a particular length is
cOWlted in a long stream of random numbers. A ron-up length of three means there are
three sequential generated random numbers of increasing value. The fWl-Up classes 1 up
to 5 and ~6 are distinguished. At the end of the test a random variable R is calculated
which must approximate a chi-square distribution containing six degrees of freedom. If
a confidence interval of 5% is applied the hypothesis of independency is rejected with an
Wlcertainty of 5% if R>X2

6.0.9S' IfRSX2
6.0.9S' there is no reason to reject the hypothesis of

independency, but there is no 100% certainty that the hypothesis holds.
When this test was applied to the random number generator of SIMSCRIPT 11.5, no

results were rejected. One million samples were drawn for each of the ten seeds defmed
by SIMSCRIPT n.5.

5.3.2.2 Uniformity test

In this test n random numbers are generated and COWlted in tallies to be part of one
of the k classes or sub-intervals of the interval [0,1]. The result of all classes fonns a
histogram. For every class in this histogram, the deviation of the class result Ii from the
expected value nlk is raised to a square. The deviation is summed for each class according
to Equation 67.

(67)

For large n. X2 will approximately have a chi-square distribution with k-1 degrees of
freedom. Similar, if X2>X2

"./J-«' the hypothesis of unifonnity can be rejected with
Wlcertainty a. For large values of k the approximation of X:"./J-« given by [LAW82] can
be used.

Testing the random number generator of SIMSCRIPT n.5 with an Wlcertainty of 5%,
i.e. a.=0.05. for all ten seeds resulted in no rejection. In this test also one million samples
per seed were produced.

5.3.3 Random variables

There are three conunonly used methods to obtain random variables other than the
unifonn distribution U(0,1). One of the three methods is the inverse transfonn method.
This method is the simplest method but requires a full defined distribution function F(t).
The process of the inverse ttaDsfonn method is explained below.

Suppose a random variable T with distribution function F(t) is desired. The method
of inverse transfonn distinguishes two steps:

• Generate U - U(0,1)
• Set T = r/(U) and return.
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As an example. we will generate the exponential distribution shown in Equation 64. In
that case the algorithm works like:

• Generate U - U(O,l)
• Set T - -(l().,)/n(l-U) =-(l/I..)ln(U) and return.

Note that if U is distributed as U(O,l) then (l-U) is also distributed as U(O,l).
SIMSCRlPT n.5 also generates the exponential distribution according to the inverse

transfonn method [LAW84]. The accuracy of this method depends on the accuracy of U.
Since the random number generator of SIMSCRlPT n.5 is an accurate random number
generator. the exponential distribution is calculated accurately.
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Chapter 6
Simulation results

The results of the simulations are listed in Appendix D. The simulation program is
listed in Appendix C. Before discussion and interpretation of the numerical results, a
brief overview will be given of delay measurements versus throughput measurements,
result checking, confidence intervals and available bandwidth of a DQDB-based MAN.

6.1 Throughput versus delay measurements

The simulation model discussed in Section 5.3 measures delays. The results of
delay measurements are related to the results of throughput measurements as can be
seen from the following consideration (see Figure 27):

• The access delay is the service time of the queuing system.
• The transmission delay can be calculated and has no impact on the access delay.
• The local delay depends strongly on the access delay and can be seen upon as

the waiting time before the service time.
• In high load situations the mean throughput (y) approaches the inverse of the

mean service time (J.L). In other words, the utilization of the server (p), the access
mechanism, approaches 1, Le. P='Y/J.L~ 1.

In this way, results obtained by the simulation runs can be compared to the study
results of Chapter 3. However, not the mean access delay but the mean packet delay is
the most suited delay to measure unfairness. This will be explained in the next
paragraph.

The throughput of a node is restricted to the maximum mean throughput. If the
deviation between the maximum mean throughput and the offered load is unequal for
different nodes, the network is unfair. A small maximum mean throughput at a node
with high load causes packet loss, large queues and therefore large local delays. This
results in large total delays. Thus, the total delay expresses the throughput restriction
of the node. These total delays can be different for different packet sizes. Therefore,
the mean packet delay is used to measure unfairness. The difference between the mean
packet delay of a node in the middle of the bus and at the head-end expresses the
degree of unfairness of the network. Next to the unfairness, the absolute delay is
degree of performance of the network.

6.2 Result checking

The reliability of the simulation program was verified by checking general results
with general assumptions and by comparing simulation results to results in literature.
The general checks are described in the users guide of the simulation program
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[JAN9ls]. These checks were perfonned with a positive result.
The access delay measurements from [KAU90] for a bus utilization of 50% and

90% were repeated. These results, including the results of [KAU90], are visualized in
Figures 28 and Appl. In the figures the simulation results depicted by the diamonds
and the squares for a bus load of 90% and 50% respectively, are larger than the results
obtained by [KAU90] depicted by the triangle and the vertical bar. 1bis deviation
could be caused by the incomplete specification of the transmission parameters in
[KAU9O]. The shapes of the curves are in good agreement.

Dislrlbuled Queue Dual Bus
101 ••• "'QA.I ..

or ••• tOll .. ""rouuuu .. u ..
•••• •••• r

Figure 28. Access delay for a QA-load of 50% and 90% compared to the results
obtained by {KAU90j.

From [SAU90] the packet delay measurement are repeated a bus utilization of
65%, including 50% PA traffic. These results, including the results of rSAU90] are
visualized in Figure 29 and App2. The simulation results are depicted by the squares
and the results from [SAU90] are depicted by the vertical bars. From this figure it can
be seen that the results are in good agreement.
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Figure 29. Packet delay for a QA-load of 15% and PA-load of 50% compared to the
results obtained by [SAU90j.

Summarizing the general result checks as well as the comparisons with the
literature it can be stated that the simulation program perfOITIlS in a reliable way.

6.3 Confidence interval

The results of the simulation runs are momentary means of the observed variable.
In other words, the derived mean is not the real mean but is an estimator of it. The
confidence interval is the interval with the estimator located in the middle and in
which the real mean is situated with large probability. The confidence interval is given
by [LAW82]:

- ~x(n)±tn_1•1_a12 ~ 7-n- ,
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where x(n) is the mean of the n independent observations (estimator), t".J.J~2 is the
Student distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom and s(n) is the sample variance of the
n independent observations according to:

r. (x.-.x(n) '1
s(n)- LJ -'-..,...--

i-I n-l
(69)

In other words, the sample variance has to be small to obtain a small confidence
interval. A small confidence interval can also be obtained by perfonning a number of
simulation runs. In this report 5 simulation runs were perfonned (i.e. n=5) and the real
mean is located in the confidence interval with a probability of 95%.

The deviation of observation i with respect to the mean of the observations "i(n) is
called the eccentricity ei of observation i. The eccentricity is derived from the
observation value Xi' the observation mean "i(n) and the sample variance of the
observations s(n) as shown in Equation 70:

x.-i(n)
e.- '

I -s-:"'"(n-:"'")-
(70)

According to the criterium of Chauvenet, one eccentric observation can be excluded if
the probability of that eccentricity P, is smaller than 1I2n. Assuming the observations
are Gaussian distributed, the minimum eccentricity at which one observation can be
excluded if n=5 (i.e. P,<0.05) equals 1.65.

6.4 Available bandwidth

According to the frame and data fonnat of the Figures 2, 6 and 7 the available
bandwidth B for the IEEE 802.6 MAN is calculated by:

(71)

where B" the natural available bandwidth equal to the bus speed defined in the CCITT
Recommendation 0.703, OHPLcp% is the overhead percentage caused by the header
and trailer of the 125 )..IS PLCP frame (see Section 2.2) and OHlM% is the overhead
caused by the IMPDU creation as described in Section 2.4.1. Since the percentage of
the IMPDU overhead depends on the length of the LAN packet, it is an percentage of
the average LAN packet length. In an Ethernet LAN the average packet length is 791
octets if the length is unifonnly distributed between 64 and 1518 (see Section 5.3.3).
The division of 44 and 57 originates from the segment length and the slot length of the
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slots in the 125 J.1S frame respectively. The values of the available bandwidth of the
IEEE 802.6 MANt for bus speeds of 34 and 140 Mbit/st are calculated in Appendix B.

6.5 Simulation conclusions

The results of the simulations shown in Appendix D are delay measurements
expressed in terms of slot times. Since all simulations were performed for 140 Mbit/s
the slot time equals 3.27 J.1S. Simulations are performed for different loads with BWB,
without BWB and different priority schemes. For every simulation two figures are t

Figure a and bt are processed. The Figure a depicts the access delay (vertical bars)t the
transmission delay (diamonds)t the local delay (squares) and the total delay (triangles).
The Figure b depicts the packet delay (squares) and its upper end point (up-side-down
triangle) and the lower endpoint of the confidence interval (triangle).

For different loads in a network with BWB the following conclusions can be
drawn:

• moderate to high load, with BWB, without priorities
The transmission delay and the local delay have a great impact on the total and

packet delay in moderate to high load situations. This is visualized in the Figures
App3 through App5 and Figure 30. At a load of 60%, the transmission and local
delay result in an tunfair t distribution of the packet delay. The delay at the head
end of the bus is about 30% higher than in the middle. But, the maximum packet
delay is only 0.42 ms.
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Figure 30. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 80% QA-load.
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For loads of 80% and 90% the interference of the transmission and local delay
results in a fair distribution of the packet delay. In these cases the maximum
packet delay is about 0.53 and 0.71 ms, respectively.

In conclusion the DQDB-based MAN performs in a proper way for moderate
to high load situations with a maximum packet delay less than 1 ms.

• extreme high load, with BWB, without priorities
In extreme high load situations only the local delay has a great impact on the

packet delay. This can be seen in the Figures 31, App6 and App7. At a load of
95% the head-ends start to suffer from the rate controlling of the BWB
mechanism. According to Equation 58 the HOBs are rate controlled if the load
exceeds 98.4%. Although, the load for the simulations depicted in Figure App6
equals 95% it sometimes can exceed 98.4% which causes rate controlling. The
maximum packet delay equals 1.2 ms.

At a load of 98% the HOBs suffer from the rate controlling of the BWB
mechanism. The packet delay of the HOBs is about 5:1f.l times the packet delay in
the middle of the bus. The maximum packet delay is about 7.6 ms. However,
these numbers are not relevant. In extreme high load situations the maximum
packet delay strongly depends on the maximum local delay. And in that case the
maximum local delay depends on the local buffer length. Furthermore, the
discarded packets are even more delayed because they have to be retransmitted.

Summarizing, the DQDB access protocol has become very unfair in extreme
high load situations and when the BWB mechanism is activated, i.e. nodes are
being rate controlled.
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Figure 31. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 98% QA-Ioad.
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• overload, with BWB, without priorities
The perfonnance of the DQDB access protocol in overload situation is depicted

in the Figures 32 and App8. These figures show that node I through 6 and 10
through 15 suffer from large packet delays. These large delays are caused by the
BWB mechanism. This is in agreement with Equation 63 according to which six
nodes should be rate controlled. The packet delay again strongly depends on the
local delay. So the same statements as in the preceding paragraph can be applied
to the altitude of the packet delay of the rate controlled nodes. Furthermore, the
packet delay and also the access delay of the rate controlled nodes is not
uniformly distributed although the BWB mechanism assigns equal throughput
and access delay to all rate controlled nodes. The is caused by the fact that in
this case, nodes 1 through 6 are rate controlled at bus A but not at bus B. Along
bus A the fraction of the local load directed to bus A decreases linearly.
Therefore, the mean packet delay of node 1 to 6 on both buses, decreases
linearly. The same analysis can be applied to node 15 through 10 at bus B.

Summarizing, in overload situations the rate controlled nodes strongly suffer
from the BWB mechanism. This causes unfairness.
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Figure 32. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 120% QA-load.

In addition to the simulations performed in a general LAN environment, one
simulation has been performed for an Ethernet environment as described in Section
5.3.2. The results of this simulation are visualized in Figure App9. From these results
the following conclusion can be drawn:
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• extreme high Ethernet load, with BWB, without priorities
In an Ethernet environment the DQDB-based MAN perfonns in a comparable

way as in the general environment described above. Due to the fact that "h of the
packets is of maximum length, i.e. 1518/(2*100+1518)=88% of the load consists
of bursts of maximum length, the results will be worse. But the results of the
Ethernet load of 98% with two rate controlled nodes are comparable to a general
load of about 102% (see Equation 63). Therefore, these results do not deliver any
additional information to the conclusions drawn in the preceding paragraphs.

After the BWB mechanism was disabled, two simulation performed above were
repeated. From these simulation the following conclusions can be drawn:

• moderate to high load, without BWB, without priorities
In moderate to high load situations there is almost no difference between

DQDB with BWB (see Figure App3) and DQDB without BWB (see Figure
App10). With BWB the packet delays are a little higher due to the wasted
bandwidth of the BWB mechanism.
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Figure 33. Access, transmiSSion, local and total delay for 98% QA-load, BWB
disabled.

• extreme high load, without BWB, without priorities
From the comparison of Figure 31 and 33 (or Figure App7 and Appll) it can

be seen that in extreme high load situations the results of DQDB with BWB and
without BWB are significantly different. This is caused by the rate controlling of
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the BWB mechanism. Furthennore, the packet delay distribution is opposite
shaped. The reason for this is that in extreme high load situations unfairness
forms 2 and 5 dominate the overall unfairness as stated in Section 3.1.2.

Finally, from the simulation results for different priority schemes the following
conclusions can be drawn:

• moderate to high load, with BWB, with HL priority scheme
In the HL priority scheme at moderate to high bus load, the high priority users

have smaller delays than the low priority users, as depicted in Figures App12.
Furthennore, the high priority users are about 20% less delayed than in a
priority-less environment. The low priority users are equally delayed. As a
consequence, the overall packet delay decreases by 7%.

Summarizing, at moderate to high bus load the delay difference between a high
priority user and a low priority user is not extreme large.

• extreme high load, with BWB, with HL priority scheme
In the case of an extreme high load situation the difference in packet delay

between the high and low priority users is much larger. This is visualized in the
Figures 34 and App13. Furthennore, all high priority users are much less delayed
than in a priority-less environment (compare Figure Appl3 with Figure App7).
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Figure 34. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 98% QA-load, HL priority
scheme.
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Since a leading high pnonty user can seize a large part of the available
bandwidth, high priority user 1 to 8 do not suffer from being rate controlled. The
packet delay of the low priority users strongly depends on the position on the
bus. This caused by three phenomena. Firstly, at bus B all users can seize the
same part of the available bandwidth (see Section 4.2.2). But the load at bus B
increases from low priority user 8 to 15. Therefore the packet delay will increase
from low priority user 8 to 15. Secondly, the users near the upstream head-end of
bus B suffer from being rate controlled. As a result the packet delay will again
increase from node 8 to 15. Finally, low priority users at bus A seize a very
small part of the available bandwidth. But the load at bus A decreases from low
priority user 8 to 15. As a consequence, the packet delay will decrease rapidly
from user 8 to 15. Summing this three causes results in the delay distribution
depicted in the Figures 34 and Appl3. The overall delay compared to the
priority-less case decrease by 7%.

• overload, with BWB, with HL priority scheme
The delay distribution in an overload situation is visualized in Figure App14.

For the high priority users the same analysis can be applied to the latter case as
in the case of an extreme high load (see Figure 34). Again the packet delay of
the low priority users strongly depends on the position on the bus. In this case all
low priority users are rate controlled. The users near the middle of the network
are rate controlled on both buses while low priority user 15 is rate controlled on
bus B only. Therefore, the packet delay decreases with increasing node number.
Since the delay of the low priority users is extremely high compared to the
priority-less case, the overall delay increases by 45%.

• moderate to high load, with BWB, with HLHL.. priority scheme
In the HLHL.. scheme depicted in Figure App15, the high priority users suffer

from less delay compared to the priority-less environment. The low priority users
are a little more delayed compared to the priority-less case. As a result, the
overall delay decreases by 7%. Furthermore, the low priority users are more
delayed near the head-ends than in the middle. This is due to the fact that the
head-ends direct almost the total local load to one bus.

Summarizing, in this load situation the difference betweert high and low
priority users is not extreme large.

• extreme high load, with BWB, with HLHL.. priorit)' scheme
At a bus load of 98% the delay distribution is comparable to the preceding

case. However, in this case the difference between the low and high priority
users is larger. Especially, the high priority HOBs are not rate controlled while
the head-end low priority users are sometimes rate controlled. As a result they
suffer from larger delays. However, the overall delay decreases by 14%
compared to the priority-less case. This is visualized in the Figures 35 and
Appl6.
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Figure 35. Access, transn1lSSlOn, local and total delay for 98% QA-load, HUlL..
priority scheme.

• overload, with BWB, with HUlL.. priority scheme
In an overload situation as depicted in Figure App17, the low priority users

suffer from extreme high packet delays compared to the high priority users. The
low priority users suffer more from being rate controlled near the head-end than
near the middle of the bus. The low priority user in the middle of the bus suffers
from being rate controlled at both buses. Therefore, its packet delay is very large.
Despite the high delays of the low priority users, the overall delay decreases by
16% compared to the priority-less case.

According to the conclusions drawn in this section the DQDB access protocol
performs in reliable way up to a network load of about 90%. If the network load
exceeds this percentage the nodes at the head-ends will suffer from being rate
controlled. Furthennore, in extreme high load and overload situations and in a multi
priority environment, the low priority users suffer from extreme high delays while the
high priority users less delayed compared to the priority-less case. Finally, it can be
stated that the BWB mechanism decreases the perfonnance of DQDB in extreme high
load situations. But, as shown in Section 3.3, the BWB mechanism eliminates
unpredictability.
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Chapter 7
Improvements of DQDB

The conclusions drawn in Chapter 4 and 6 show that the DQDB access protocol
does not perform in an excellent way at extreme high load at the network. Therefore,
several improvements have been proposed to the access protocol. The most imponant
improvements suggested are discussed in this chapter. Since the DQDB access protocol
is accepted and standardized by IEEE 802.6 and ETSI WP MAN, alternatives to
DQDB are not discussed in this report. Examples of alternatives are the Distributed
Queue Multiple Access (DQMA) and the Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access (CRMA)
protocol using a folded bus instead of a dual bus. For the description of these
alternatives the reader is referred to [MUL90].

7.1 Erasure nodes

In a DQDB-based MAN slots are used to transmit information from one node to
another. When a used or busy slot has reached its destination, the destination node
copies the payload infonnation into its buffer. The Busy bit of the slot used is still set
and the slot travels towards the downstream end of the bus. Between the destination
node and the downstream head-end the slot is unnecessarily busy. As a consequence,
bandwidth is wasted and downstream users have less bandwidth available than
upstream users. In order to prevent bandwidth wastage, or increase maximum
throughput, slots can be erased after they have reached their destination. The nodes in
which slots can be erased are called erasure nodes. In such an erasure node a complete
slot and the ACF of the next slot are buffered, see Figure 2. If the PSR-bit of the
buffered ACF is set, the buffered slot is erased.

According to [ROD90] there are two possible implementations of erasure nodes.
The first implementation is that every node is also an erasure node. This is called
destination deletion. An advantage of this implementation is that there is no bandwidth
wasted. Disadvantages are that the latency increases significantly at every station and
that complexity of the hardware increases. The second implementation is that there are
some nodes at optimal places which perform the task of an erasure node. The
advantage of this implementation is the small increase in complexity and almost the
same throughput improvement as in the case of destination deletion. The latter is
caused if a uniform distribution of the destination addresses is assumed. Both
implementations are discussed in more detail in the next sections.

7.1.1 Destination deletion

In the case of destination deletion every node perfonns the task of an erasure node.
Therefore, the effective bus utilization P.. at node i equals:
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The mean effective bus utilization is calculated according to:

j5 _ 1 i: [n _ i(i-l) lL _(n _ 1 [i: i 2 _ i: i])L _ (n+1)L (73)
• Ii i.l 2' 2(n-l) JB 2' 2n(n-l) i.l i.l B 3B

From the result of Equation 73 the improvement of the bus utilization r is calculated
according to:

r-

nL

2B -1- n-2
(n+l)L 2(n+l)

3B

(74)

using Equation 57 for the effective bus utilization of the DQDB-based MAN. Equation
74 shows that the improvement has a minimum of 0% at a minimum network of two
nodes and that it approaches 50% if the number of nodes is very large.

7.1.2 Limited number of erasure nodes

In this section, only a limited number of nodes performs the erasure functionality.
The discussion is limited to one erasure node in the middle of the network which is
the most suitable place if only one erasure node is provided. This is stated by
[GAR90]. The effective bus utilization at node i equals:

and equal to:

fi 1<' n-l, or _1< __ ,
2

(75)
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assuming that there is an odd number of nodes. The latter is necessary to assign a
middle node. From Equation 75 and 76 the mean effective bus utilization can be
detennined:

- ..:[!!.. + 3n-l1L • (7n-l)L
p • 2 2 8.JB 16B

(77)

which results in an improvement r compared to the normal effective bus utilization of:

nL

r- 2BW -1-~.
(7n-l)L 7n-l
16BW

(78)

From Equation 78 it can be stated that the maximal improvement of efficiency equals
20% and occurs if there are only three nodes. The improvement approaches 14.3% if
the number of nodes is very large, Summarizing, the improvement r is smaller than in
the case of destination deletion, but the improvement does not decrease linearly with n.

7.1.3 Evaluation of erasure nodes

Both for destination deletion and a limited number of erasure nodes the increase in
network performance is reasonably large as shown by Equation 74 and 78, But, the
BWB mechanism is disturbed because downstream users can seize more bandwidth
than upstream users while the upstream users need more bandwidth than the
downstream users, The latter is a consequence of the uniform distribution of the
destination addresses. From Equations 72, 75 and 76 it can be seen that the effective
bus utilization decreases moving downstream. This causes an increase in the unfairness
of the MAN.

The BWB disturbance is due to the requests on the reverse bus which have already
passed the erasure node. Slots which have reached their destination are erased and
consequently new empty slots are produced. The requests force the upstream nodes to
skip empty slots unnecessarily. A solution is provided by a request deletion mechanism
of [NIE89] or the re-introduction of the STANDBY state. The disadvantages of the
STANDBY state were already discusseS in Section 3.1.3.

Furthermore, the improvement of the effective bus utilization does not increase the
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maximum load L INU assuming no packets will be discarded. The maximum load is
bounded by the maximum local effective bus utilization. In both cases the maximum
load is equal to 2Bln, equal to the maximum load in the case without erasure nodes
(see Equation 55). 1bis means that the improvement in efficiency cannot be used in
general, except by the downstream users which do not need it.

Summarizing, erasure nodes do not significantly improve the efficiency of the
MAN and it amplifies the unfairness when there is no request deletion mechanism or
STANDBY state introduced. The introduction of erasure nodes in combination with
the request deletion mechanism is not a realistic option to improve the DQDB access
protocol due to the increase in latency and complexity.

7.2 Proportional bandwidth balancing

As shown in Chapter 4 and 6 the upstream users suffer from large delays when
they are rate controlled. These users direct the major part of their load to one bus.
However, the downstream users direct a small part of their local load to the bus and
are not rate controlled. Thus, at extreme high loads the DQDB-based MAN suffers
from the BWB mechanism and its strict control rate. The control rate is called strict
because all users are assigned an equal control rate irrespective of their local load. To
solve the problem of the strict control rate, proportional BWB was proposed by
[MUK91].

7.2.1 Analytical approach of proportional BWB

Since the proportional BWB mechanism is almost similar to the general BWB
mechanism, its analytical approach is also almost similar. The analytical approach of
the general BWB mechanism is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.2. Therefore, this
section is in less detail and assumes that the reader is familiar with the contents of
Section 3.3.2.

The proportional BWB mechanism uses a separate control rate R; for each node i:

R;-A;~(l-LY.t) ,
.11 .t

(79)

where A, is the load offered to node i and Yt is the real throughput. If node i is rate
controlled then its throughput equals:
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where C/> equals:

(81)

In this scheme ~ has to be larger than in the general scheme, otherwise the balancing
time tSAL increases.

Since the control rate differs for each node, the control rate can not be calculated
like in Equation 15. The bandwidth wastage W can be calculated according to Equation
82:

W-l-S-V-~(:E AI:) W,
~Dmr

(82)

where S is the throughput of all nodes which are not rate controlled and V is the
throughput used for PA access. The summation stated in Equation 82 is the sum of the
offered load of the rate controlled nodes. TIlls results in:

(83)

From Equation 83 it can be seen that the bandwidth wastage depends on the
offered load. The larger the offered load of the rate controlled nodes, the smaller the
bandwidth wastage. In general this is an advantage. However, the bandwidth wasted
may be larger in the case of proportional BWB. This is the case if the sum of the
offered load of the rate controlled nodes is smaller than M (compare Equation 16 with
83).

The effective bus utilization at which the node at the upstream head-end of the bus
is rate controlled can be calculated similarly to the Equations 58 and 59:

and thus:

~ -1
PI>-~- .
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If P equals 8 as stated in the standard of IEEE 802.6, the fIrst node is rate
controlled if the effective bus utilization is larger than 87.5%. The lower bound of the
effective bus utilization is smaller in this case compared to the case of general BWB.
Since R j grows if L (L=B'J...,) increases, the rate controlling will be less strictly. This
means that the difference between the offered load 'J..., and the real throughput 11 is
smaller in the case of proportional BWB.

The remaining problem in the proportional bandwidth balancing mechanism is to
measure the offered load in order to determine 'J...,. In [MUK91] an arrival counter is
proposed. This arrival counter counts the average number of segments arrived at the
local queue. In the case there is a constant load at the node, the average will be
constant. But if bursty traffic sources are used the average measured by the arrival
counter will fluctuate. This can be solved by integrating over a longer period of time,
but then it is possible that the arrival counter and the proportional BWB mechanism
can not swiftly adapt to changing load situations. This is a major problem if a user
starts transmitting. Before its start the average load equals zero and thus ~. First
after one period of the arrival counter has past the user can start transmitting. A
solution can be given by the adaptive BWB-modulus mechanism of Section 7.4.
Another option can be found in sending request earlier as is discussed in Section 7.3.

7.2.2 Evaluation of proportional BWB

The proportional BWB mechanism creates a distribution of rate controlled nodes in
relation with the offered load. This results in a better perfonnance when the load
distribution is proportional to the distribution of the destination addresses. The rate
controlling will be less strictly but occurs at a lower effective bus utilization.

Simulation results obtained by [MUK9l] show that in high load situation the
proportional BWB mechanism delays the heavy traffic user less compared to the
general BWB mechanism.

In an overload situation the simulation results in [MUK9l] show that the general
scheme realizes equal throughput and delay for all users irrespective of their local
load. In the proportional scheme the heavy traffic user seizes more bandwidth and
suffers from less delay compared to the light traffic users. The overall delay of the
general scheme and the proportional scheme are equal.

In sununary, the proportional BWB mechanism realizes a throughput and delay
distribution which adapts to the load distribution. Therefore, the proportional BWB
mechanism is more suited for situations where each node direct' a fraction of ~ts

offered load to a bus proportional to the number of destinations at that bus. However.
it is hard to realize a precise measurement of the offered load.

7.3 Multiple request and multiple segment

Several proposals to improve the DQDB access protocol consider a scheme with
multiple request or multiple segment. However, these proposals do not significantly
improve the perfonnance of the DQDB access protocol.
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In [GAG91] a multiple request/multiple segment mechanism has been proposed, the
so-called general-Distributed Queuing (g-DQ) protocol. A maximum of G request and
their corresponding segments can be stored simultaneously in the distributed queue.
The segments are stored in a multiple request queue. If the segments are stored at the
same moment, they are assigned the same current values of the REQUEST COUNTER
and the DOWN COUNTER. As a consequence these segments have to skip the same
number of empty QA-slots and therefore they are transmitted at equidistant times.

The proposed mechanism can be suitable in real time environments as a result of
the equidistant transmission times. But the size of the multiple request queue is
limited. If packets arrive with a packet length, in terms of segments, larger than S, not
all segments of one packet are transmitted at equidistant times.

As can be seen from the simulation results in [GAG91] the g-DQ mechanism
perfonns better than DQDB if the average packet length is smaller than S. But the g
DQ and the DQDB performance are equal if the average packet length is larger than S.
Furthermore, the g-DQ mechanism is unpredictable just like the DQDB mechanism
without BWB. The unpredictability of the g-DQ decreases if S increases (see Section
3.2). For the best results, however, the BWB mechanism has to be supplied.

Summarizing, the g-DQ mechanism does not significantly improve the performance
of the DQDB access protocol as described in Chapter 2.

Multiple requests without multiple segments has also been proposed to improve the
performance of DQDB [MUK91]. The enhancement of request does not originate from
producing more requests than there are segments stored, but from sending the request
while the segments are still in the local queue. However, in that case it is possible that
a downstream heavy traffic user dominates upstream users. This is also shown by the
simulation results in [MUK91] where the upstream user suffers from larger delay if the
a downstream user is heavily loaded. Therefore, the multiple request scheme is not a
proper scheme to avoid the start-up problems of the proportional BWB scheme.
Furthermore, even if the multiple request scheme would only be used at start-up times,
, will still equal 0 for a while and consequently the start-up time is still large.

7.4 Adaptive BWB-modulus

A light traffic user suffers from large delays as stated in Section 3.3.5 and 4.1.
This unfairness is caused by the large balancing time tBAL• In order to decrease the
balancing time the BWB-modulus ~ of the starting user has to be large.

7.4.1 Description of adaptive BWB-modulus mechanism

If the segments of a packet arrive at the local queue and this queue is empty, these
segments will be transmitted with BWB-modulus ~'. A variable s" is used to store the
number of segments of the first packet. After s· segments have been transmitted the
BWB-modulus will be reset to its default value ~.
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7.4.2 Analytical approach of adaptive BWB-modulus

To show the improvement in the balancing time tSAL the situation of an active
downstream user described in Section 4.1.1 is repeated in this section using an
adaptive BWB-modulus.

The analysis of Section 4.1.1 can be applied to analysis of adaptive BWB-modulus
by changing a in a* in Equation 18. Furthermore, the initial condition of 'Yt(k) changes
in a*(I-a). These modification result in the following throughput equations:

a (a.)2(a -1) (Ja a· ).-1 + a· (I-a)
'Y j(k)----------

I-aa·

, if k is even ,

, if k is odd.

(86)

(87)

The long term throughput of Equations 86 and 87 equals:

( :\ a· (I-a)
y ; OOJ - ,

I-aa·
(88)

which is equal to the long term throughput of Equation 28 if a*=a. The long term
throughputs for different values of W, recall that a=~"+ I, are shown in Table n.

BWB-modulus ~* 'YI(00)

8 0.471

16 0.640

32 0.780

64 0.877

Table 2. Long term throughputs for different BWB-moduli.

After the segments of the fIrst packet have been transmitted the BWB-modulus is reset
to ~=8. As a consequence, the long term throughput will always equal 0.471. But due
to the higher initial BWB-modulus it is possible that throughput will shoot over 0.471
during the start-up period.

The balancing time can now be calculated according to:
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(89)

using Equation 86 for the throughput and Equation 28 as the long tenn throughput of
node i. The balancing time for different values of jr are shown in Table m.

BWB-modulus ~. tBAL

8 24D

16 1W

32 10D

64 10D

Table 3. Balancing times for different BWB-moduli.

The equal balancing times for a BWB-modulus of 32 and 64 is caused by truncation.

7.4.3 Evaluation of adaptive BWB-modulus

From the Table II and ill it can be seen that the balancing time reduces by a factor
two and the overshoot is not extreme large if the ~. equals 16. In that case a light
traffic user can quickly seize bandwidth every time a packet arrives at the DQDB
node. In other words, light traffic users are no longer discriminated. Furthennore,
when the adaptive BWB-modulus mechanism is combined with the proportional BWB
scheme, large delays during start-up can be avoided (see Section 7.2.1). After the (3.
segments has been transmitted the arrival counter can be updated to the current load
value.

It should be emphasized that the analysis of Section 7.4.2 is valid for the situation
of an active downstream user. The same analysis however can be applied to the case in
which there are active upstream and downstream users. But then the improvement is
expected to be less. This is due to the smaller balancing time for the non-adaptive
BWB modulus in the case there are two neighbouring active users (see Section 4.1.2).
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Chapter 8
Conclusion

The Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) access protocol is standardized by the
IEEE 802.6 committee and has been adopted by the ETSI WP MAN. This standard
is described in Chapter 2. ETSI has almost fInished the standardization of the
services and architecture of MANs in Europe.

As stated in Chapter 3, in the first stage of the evolution of DQDB the protocol
suffered from five forms of unfairness. In the second stage one form was eliminated
by removing the STANDBY state. However, this caused the unpredictability of the
protocol. The BandWidth Balancing (BWB) mechanism was introduced in the fmal
stage of the standard, in order to prevent unpredictability and to obtain a uniform
distribution of the available bandwidth along the bus. The BWB mechanism uses a
strict control rate to which every single node is bounded.

From both the analytical results and the simulation results it can be seen that the
BWB mechanism is only activated in extreme high load and overload situations (bus
utilization larger than 90%). In the latter cases, the users near the upstream head
end are rate controlled. These nodes suffer from extreme large delays. From these
results one could conclude that the BWB mechanism should be eliminated. However,
this would cause the DQDB protocol to be unpredictable again. The strict rate
controlling of the BWB mechanism can be reduced by using the proportional BWB
mechanism and the adaptive BWB-modulus mechanism described in Chapter 7.

Furthermore, as can be seen from the analytical and the simulation results, the
DQDB access protocol causes an large difference between packet delays of low and
high priority users. Again, this only occurs in extreme high load and overload
situations.

Summarizing, the DQDB access protocol of the IEEE 802.6 standard, especially
with the aforementioned modifications, performs properly up to a bus load of 90%.
Since other access schemes which perform properly up to 90% bus load are seldom,
and moreover bus loads over 90% are unusual in high-speed networks, MANs based
on the DQDB access protocol are able to support the rapidly increasing demand for
integrated services. Consequently, MANs provide a short term alternative for a
future B-ISDN.
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List of abbreviations

ACF = Access Control Field
ATM = Asynchronous Transfer Mode
AU = Access Unit

BAsize = Buffer Allocation size
BEtag = Beginning End tag
B-ISDN = Broadband-Integrated Services Digital Network
BOM = Beginning Of Message
BWB = BandWidth Balancing
BWBM = BandWidth Balancing Machine

CCIIT = Cornite Consultatif Intemationale de Telegraphique et TeIephonique
cm = CRC32 Indicator Bit
COCF = Connection Oriented Convergence Function
COM = Continuation Of Message
CRC = Cyclic Redundancy Check
CRMA = Cyclic Reservation Medium Access
CRN = Common Random Numbers
CV = Control Variates

DA = Destination Address
DH = DMPDU Header
DLL = Data Link Layer
DMPDU = Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit
DQDB = Distributed Queue Dual Bus
DQMA = Distributed Queue Multiple Access
DQSM = Distributed Queue State Machine
DT = DMPDU Trailer

EOM = End Of Message
ETSI = European Telecommunication Standardization Institute

FIFO = First In First Out

g-DQ = general-Distributed Queueing

HCS = Header Check Sequence
HEL = Header Extension Length
HOB = Head of Bus

IAT
IEEE
IMPDU
ISO

= Inter Arrival Time
= Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers
= Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit
= International Standards Organization
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LAN = Local Area Network
LCG = Linear Congruential Generator
LLC = Logical Link Control

MAC = Medium Access Control
MAN = Metropolitan Area Network
MCF = MAC Convergence Function
MCP = MAC Convergence Protocol
MID = Message IDentifier
MPDU = MAC Protocol Data Unit
MSDU = MAC Service Data Unit

NA = Network Aspects

OSI = Open System Interconnection

PA = Pre-Arbitrated
PCM = Pulse Code Modulation
PDU = Protocol Data Unit
PI = Protocol Identification
PL = Padding Length
PLCP = Physical Layer Convergence Procedure
PSR = Previous Slot Received
PT = Payload Type

QA = Queued Arbitrated
QOS = Quality Of Service
QPSX = Queued Packet and Synchronous circuit eXchange

REQ = REQuest
RM = Reassembly Machine
RQM = ReQuest Machine

SA = Source Address
SG = Slot Generator
SM = Segmentation Machine
SN = Sequence Number
SP = Segment Priority
SSM = Single Segment Message
STC = Sub-Technical Committee

VCI = Virtual Channel Identifier
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Appendix A
IEEE 802.6 simulations

Unfairness

• Load on the MAN
Packet size
Inter packet time
Bus speed
Bus length
BWB_MOD
Priority vector
PA traffic
Distribution destinations
Switch on vector

Number of simulations

• Load on the MAN
Packet size
Inter packet time
Bus speed
Bus length
BWB_MOD
Priority vector
PA traffic
Distribution destinations
Switch on vector

Number of simulations

• Load on the MAN
Packet size
Inter packet time
Bus speed
Bus length
BWB_MOD
Priority vector
PA traffic
Distribution destinations
Switch on vector

Number of simulations

: 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 98% and 120%
: variable

variable
139.264 Mbit/s
98 kIn
8
unity
0%
unifonn
unity

5

: 98%
: variable

Ethernet
139.264 Mbit/s
98 kIn
8
unity
0%
unifonn
unity

1

: 60% and 98%
: variable

variable
139.264 Mbit/s
98 Ion
o (disabled)
unity
0%
unifonn
unity

2
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• Load on the MAN
Packet size
Inter packet time
Bus speed
Bus length
BWB_MOD
Priority vector
PA traffic
Distribution destinations
Switch on vector

Number of simulations

• Load on the MAN
Packet size
Inter packet time
Bus speed
Bus length
BWB_MOD
Priority vector
PA traffic
Distribution destinations
Switch on vector

Number of simulations

: 80%. 98% and 120%
: variable

variable
139.264 Mbit/s
98 kIn
8
HH....HHLL....LL
0%
uniform
unity

3

: 80%. 98% and 120%
: variable

variable
139.264 Mbit/s
98 kIn
8
HLHL....LHLH
0%
uniform
unity

3
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Appendix B
IEEE 802.6 available bandwidth

Since the packet length, in the perfonned simulations, is unifonnly distributed
between 64 and 1518 octets, the mean packet length which is needed to detennine
the IMPDU overhead in percents, equals 791 octets.

140M

Bus speed
Slot size
Slots/frame
IMPDU overhead:
PLCP overhead :

139.264 Mbit/s
53 octets
37
34 octets

3.08 %

Available bandwidth for LAN infonnation on each bus: 99.90 Mbit/s

34M

Bus speed
Slot size
Slots/frame
IMPDU overhead:
Frame overhead :

34.368 Mbit/s
53 octets

9
34 octets

4.47 %

Available bandwidth for LAN infonnation on each bus: 24.30 Mbit/s
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Appendix C
Simulation Program

"
"DISTRIBUTED QUEUE DUAL BUS

"
"The simulation program listed below simulates the Distributed Queue Dual
"Bus Protocol standardized by IEEE 802.6 and EfSI WP MAN. The simulation
"model is close to the real protocol. To manage the simulation model,
"input parameters can be changed in the input file which name is stored
"in IN.PILE.DAT. These input parameters their use are discussed in detail
"in the repon "Traffic characteristics of DQDB" by SJ.L.M. Janssen. In
"this repon the simulation model is also discussed. The results of the
"simulation can be found in the output me "out.dat".

"
"The preamble defmes all processes, resources, entities and global
"variables used in the simulation program. The processes defmed, inter
"change messages called MACHINE.MESSAGE.

PREAMBLE

"
"Define integer as the normal mode.

normally mode is integer

"
"Define processes and their attributes used to simulate.

processes include SLOT.GENERATOR, END.WARM.UP

"QUMA=QUeuing MAchine
every QUMA has a Q.MESSAGE and a Q.MESSAGE.TYPE
defme Q.MESSAGE.TYPE as a text variable
defme Q.MESSAGE as a pointer variable

"AU=Access Unit
every AU has a AMESSAGE and a AMESSAGE.TYPE
defme AMESSAGE.TYPE as a text variable
defme A.MESSAGE as a pointer variable
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"RSM=Reassembly State Machine
every RSM has a R.MESSAGE and a R.MESSAGE.TYPE
deftne R.MESSAGE.TYPE as a text variable
defIDe R.MESSAGE as a pointer variable

every BURST has a B.NUMBER
defIDe B.NUMBER as an integer variable

"
"Define the temporary entities which will be created or destroyed during
"the simulation.

temporary entities

every MACIDNE.MESSAGE has a NODE.ID, a BUS.ID, a PRlORITY.ID, a
BUSY.BIT, a SL_TYPE.BIT, a PSR.BIT, a REQ1.BIT, a REQ2.BIT, a
REQ3.BIT, a SEGM_TYPE.BYTE, a SEQNUM.BYTE, a MID.BYTE, a
SOURCE.ADDRESS, a DESTINATIONADDRESS, a SEGM.LOC.DELAY, a
SEGM.ACC.DELAY and a SEGM.PACKET.ARRIVAL

defIDe NODE.ID, BUS.ID, PRlORlTY.ID, BUSY.BIT, SL_TYPE.BIT,
PSR.BIT, REQ1.BIT, REQ2.BIT, REQ3.BIT, SEGM_TYPE.BYTE,
SEQNUM.BYTE, MID.BYTE, SOURCE.ADDRESS and DESTINATION.ADDRESS
as integer variables

defIDe SEGM.LOC.DELAY, SEGM.ACC.DELAY and SEGM.PACKET.ARRIVAL as
double variables

every SEGMENT has an ARRIVAL, a LOC.DELAY, a PACKET.ARRIVAL, a
SEGMENT.TYPE, a SEGMENT.NUMBER, a SEGMENT.PRlORITY, a
SEGMENT.sOURCE, a SEGMENT.DESTINATION and may belong to a
SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET

defIDe ARRIVAL, LOC.DELAY and PACKET.ARRIVAL as double variables
defIDe SEGMENT.TYPE, SEGMENT.NUMBER, SEGMENT.PRlORITY,

SEGMENT.SOURCE, SEGMENT.DESTINATION as integer variables

every QUEUE.MACH has a QM.STATE, a QM.PRlORlTY, a QM.BUS, a REQCN1R
a CD_CNTR., a REQQ, belongs to the QUEUE.MACH.SET and owns a
SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET

defme QM.PRlORITY, QM.BUS, REQCNTR, CD_CNTR and REQQ as integer
variables

defIDe QM.STATE as a text variable
defIDe SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET as a FIFO set

"
"Define the pennanenent entities which will be used during the whole
"simulation. They can not be destroyed.

pennanent entities

every NODE has a PACKET.DELAY, a TOTAL.DELAY, a LOCAL.DELAY, an
ACCESS.DELAY, a TRANSMISSION.DELAY, a SKIPPED.PACKETS and owns a
QUEUE.MACH.SET
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defme PACKET.DELAY, TOTAL.DELAY, LOCAL.DELAY, ACCESS.DELAY and
TRANSMISSION.DELAY as double variables

defme QUEUE.MACH.sET as a set ranked by low QM.PRIORITY, then by low
QM.BUS

defme SKIPPED.PACKETS as a integer variable

"
"Define the global variables.

defme MID.SE<LNUM.TABLE and STANDBY as 3-dimensional integer arrays

defme STANDBY.STATE as a text variable

defme NUMBERPRIORITIES and NUMBERNODES as integer variables
defme PRIORITY.MATRIX as a 2-dimensional real array

defme BWB_MOD as an integer variable
defme BWB_CNrR as a 2-dimensional integer array

defme INTER.NODE.DISTANCE as a I-dimensional real array
defme INTER.NODE.TIME as a I-dimensional double array
defme SLOT.TIME as a double variable
defme BUS.SPEED as a real variable
defme SLOT.LENGTH, PATRAFFIC, OCCUPIED.SLOTS, SLOTS.GENERATED,

EMPTY.SLOTS, BUFFERSIZE, IM.OVERHEAD, DM.OVERHEAD, PLCP.OVERHEAD
and SLOTS.FRAME as integer variables

defme NUMBERSLOTS and OVERHEAD as real variables

defme PACKET.LENGTH.TYPE as a I-dimensional text array
defme GNEN.PACKET.LENGTH as a I-dimensional integer array
defme MEAN.INTERBURST.TIME and SWITCH.ON.VECTOR as I-dimensional

double arrays
defme LAN.SPEED as a I-dimensional real array
defme INTER.BURST.TYPE as a text variable

defme DDA.TYPE as a text variable
defme DDA.FAVOURED as an integer variable

defme WARM.UP.TIME, SIMULATION.TIME, SAVESEEDI, SAVESEED2,
SAVESEED3, SAVESEED4, SAVESEED5 and SAVESEED6 as real variables

defme NUMBERRUNS as an integer variable

defme IN.FlLE.NAME, OUT.FlLE.NAME and CAL.OUT.FILE.NAME as text
variables

"
"Defme the mean, maximum, minimum and standard deviation of the
"parameters which must be measured.

tally MEAN.PACKET.DELAY as the mean, MAX.PACKET.DELAY as the maximum,
MIN.PACKET.DELAY as the minimum, SD.PACKET.DELAY as the std.dev and
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N.PACKET.DELAY as the number of PACKET.DELAY
tally MEAN.TOTAL.DELAY as the mean, MAX.TOTAL.DELAY as the maximum,

MIN.TOTAL.DELAY as the minimum, SD.TOTAL.DELAY as the std.dev and
N.TOTAL.DELAY as the number of TOTAL.DELAY

tally MEAN.LOCAL.DELAY as the mean, MAX.LOCAL.DELAY as the maximum,
MIN.LOCAL.DELAY as the minimum and SD.LOCAL.DELAY as the std.dev of
LOCAL.DELAY

tally MEAN.ACCESS.DELAY as the mean, MAX.ACCESS.DELAY as the maximum,
MIN.ACCESS.DELAY as the minimum and SD.ACCESS.DELAY as the std.dev
of ACCESS.DELAY

tally MEAN.TRANSMISSION.DELAY as the mean, MAX.TRANSMISSION.DELAY as
the maximum, MIN.TRANSMISSION.DELAY as the minimum and
SD.TRANSMISSION.DELAY as the std.dev of TRANSMISSION.DELAY

accumulate MEAN.SOURCE.BUFFER as the mean, VAR.SOURCE.BUFFER as the
variance, MAX.SOURCE.BUFFER as the maximum and MIN.SOURCE.BUFFER as
the minimum of N.SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET

accumulate MEAN.OCCUPIED.SLOTS as the mean, SD.OCCUPIED.SLOTS as the
std.dev, MAX.OCCUPIED.SLOTS as the maximum and MIN.OCCUPIED.SLOTS as
the minimum of OCCUPIED.SLOTS

"
"Define character substitutions.

define BUS_A to mean 1
defme BUS_B to mean 2

defme COM to mean 0
defme EOM to mean 1
defme BOM to mean 2
defme SSM to mean 3

defme UNUSED to mean 0
defme USED to mean 1

"Define the units to measure.

"COM=Continuation Of Message
"EOM=End Of Message
"BOM=Beginning Of Message

"SSM=Single Segment Message

defme .SECONDS to mean units

end "preamble
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"
"The MAIN program is the body of the simulation program. It calls the
"input and initialization routine and starts the simulation.

MAIN

"
"Define the local variable.

defme I as an integer variable

"
"Save the seeds of the random generator.

let SAVESEED1=seed.v(l)
let SAVESEED2=seed.v(2)
let SAVESEED3=seed.v(3)
let SAVESEED4=seed.v(4)
let SAVESEED5=seed.v(5)
let SAVESEED6=seed.v(6)

"
"Read the flle names.

read IN.Fll..E.NAME
read OtIT.Fll..E.NAME
read CAL.OtIT.FILE.NAME

"
"Call the input and routine, initialize and start the simulation.

call READ.DATA
call REPORT1
for 1=1 to NUMBER.RUNS
do

call INITIALIZE
start simulation

loop

end"MAIN
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..
"The routine READ.DATA reads the data in the input file. Furthermore, the
, 'routine creates the data structure of the nodes and their queueing
, 'machines. Finally the routine detemines several global variables by
, 'manupulating the input parameters.

routine READ.DATA
..
, 'Defme local variables.

defme BUS, PRIORITY, NODE.NUMBER and I as integer variables

..
, 'Define the input file and use it to read the input parameters.

open unit 1 for input, file name is IN.Fll...E.NAME
use unit 1 for input

..
, 'Read the number of nodes and priorities. Create the data structure of
, 'the nodes. Every node owns a queueing machine for every combination of
, 'bus and priority level.

skip 3 fields
read NUMBER.NODES
skip 2 fields
read NUMBER.PRIORITIES
reserve MID.SEQNUM.TABLE as NUMBER.NODES by

(NUMBER.NODES·NUMBER.PRIORITIES+NUMBER.PRIORlTIES-l) by 2
reserve STANDBY as NUMBERNODES by 2 by NUMBERPRIORITIES
let N.NODE=NUMBERNODES
create every NODE
for each NODE
do

for BUS=l to 2
do

for PRIORITY=O to NUMBER.PRlORITIES-l
do

create a QUEUE.MACH
let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"
let QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=PRIORITY
let QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=BUS
let REQCNTR=O
let CD_CNTR=O
let REQQ=O
file this QUEUE.MACH in the QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE)

loop
loop
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loop
skip 2 fields

"
, 'Read the priority vector. Every node has a priority distribution.

if NUMBER.PRIORITIES>I
reserve PRIORITY.MATRIX as NUMBER.NODES by NUMBER.PRIORITIES
read PRIORITY.MATRIX

endif
skip 2 fields

"
, 'Read the STANDBY state occurence, BWB modulus and reserve the global
"array to store the values of the BWB counters.

read STANDBY.STATE
skip 2 fields

read BWB_MOD
if BWB_MOD>O

reserve BWB_CNTR as NUMBER.NODES by 2
endif
skip 2 fields

"
, 'Read the bus characteristics, calculate the inter node time and
, 'initialize the counter for the real and effective bus utilization.

read BUS.SPEED
skip 2 fields
read SLOT.LENGTH
skip 2 fields
read OVERHEAD
skip 2 fields
read IM.OVERHEAD
skip 2 fields
read DM.OVERHEAD
skip 2 fields
read PLCP.OVERHEAD
skip 2 fields

let SLOT.TIME=((SLOT.LENGTH+PLCP.OVERHEAD)*8)/(BUS.SPEED*1000000)

reserve INTER.NODE.DISTANCE as NUMBERNODES+l
read INTER.NODE.DISTANCE
reserve INTER.NODE.TIME as NUMBERNODES+1
let INTER.NODE.TIME(1 )=INTER.NODE.DISTANCE(l )/210000
for NODE.NUMBER=2 to NUMBER.NODES+l
do

let INTERNODE.TIME(NODE.NUMBER)=
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(lNTER.NODE.DISTANCE(NODE.NUMBER)
INTER.NODE.DISTANCE(NODE.NUMBER-l))/210000

loop
skip 2 fields

read BUFFER.SIZE
skip 2 fields

let OCCUPIED.SLOTS=O
let SLOTS.GENERATED=O
let EMPTY.SLOTS=O

"
"Read the amount of PA traffic in percents of the total traffic.

read PA.TRAFFIC
skip 2 fields
read SLOTS.FRAME
skip 2 fields

let NUMBER.SLOTS=«(INTERNODE.DISTANCE(NUMBER.NODES)
INTERNODE.DISTANCE(1»/(SLOT.TIME*2l0000»*(1-OVERHEAD/1OO)*(1
PATRAFFIC/SLOTS.FRAME)

"
"Read the characteristics of the source.

reserve PACKET.LENGTH.TYPE as NUMBER.NODES
reserve GIVEN.PACKET.LENGTH as NUMBER.NODES
read PACKEr.LENGTH.TYPE
skip 2 fields
for 1= 1 to NUMBER.NODES
do

if PACKEr.LENGTH.TYPE(I)="constant"
read GIVEN.PACKEr.LENGTH(1)

endif
loop
skip 2 fields
read INTER.BURST.TYPE
skip 2 fields
reserve LAN.SPEED as NUMBER.NODES
read LAN.SPEED
reserve MEAN.INTER.BURST.TIME as NUMBERNODES

select case INTER.BURST.TYPE
case "variable"

for 1=1 to NUMBER.NODES
do

if PACKET.LENGTH.TYPE(I)="variable"
let MEAN.INTER.BURST.TIME(I)=«791 *8/(LAN.SPEED(I)*lOOOOOO»-(79l*8/
(oo96סס0ooooo)-0.0ס1
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else
let MEAN.INTERBURST.TIME(I)=«GIVEN.PACKET.LENGTH(I)"'8/
(LAN.sPEED(I)'"1000000))-(GIVEN.PACKEr.LENGTH(I)"'8/10000000)
(oo96סס0.0

always
loop

case "Ethernet"
for 1= 1 to NUMBERNODES
do

let MEAN.INTERBURST.TIME(I)=«17l8"'8/(LAN.SPEED(I)"'3000000»
(1718"'8/30000000)-0.0000096)

loop

default
for 1=1 to NUMBER.NODES
do

if PACKET.LENGTH.TYPE(I)="variable"
let MEAN.INTERBURST.TIME(I)=(79l"'8/(LAN.SPEED(I)"'10OOOOO»
(0oooooס8/1'"791)

else
let MEAN.INTERBURST.TIME(I)=(GIVEN.PACKET.LENGTH(I)"'8/
(LAN.SPEED(I)"'lOOOOOO»-(GIVEN.PACKEr.LENGTH(I)"'8/l00ooo00)

always
loop

endselect

skip 2 fields
reserve SWITCH.ON.VECTOR as NUMBER.NODES
read SWITCH.ON.VEcrOR
skip 2 fields

"
"Read the type of the distribution of destination addresses.

read DDA.TYPE
skip 2 fields
if DDA.TYPE="favoured"

read DDA.FAVOURED
endif
skip 2 fields

"
"Read the warm-up time, the total simulation time and the number of runs.

read WARM.UP.TIME
skip 2 fields
read SIMULATION.TIME
let SIMULATION.TIME=SIMULATION.TIME+WARM.UP.TIME
skip 2 fields
read NUMBER.RUNS
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skip 2 fields

"
"Close the input file.

close unit 1

end"READ.DATA
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"
"The routine INTI1ALIZE resets the totals of the tally and accumulate
"variables and initiates the simulation by starting the slot generator
"and the burst generator.

routine INITIALIZE

"Define the local variable.

derme NODE.NUMBER as integer variable

"
"Reset the time and restore the seeds of the random generators.

let time.v=O
let seed.v(1)=saveseedl
let seed.v(2)=saveseed2
let seed.v(3)=saveseed3
let seed.v(4)=saveseed4
let seed.v(S)=saveseedS
let seed.v(6)=saveseed6

"
"Reset the variables and empty the local queues.

for each NODE
do

reset the totals of PACKET.DELAY, TOTAL.DELAY, LOCAL.DELAY,
ACCESS.DELAY and TRANSMISSION.DELAY
let SKIPPED.PACKETS(NODE)=O
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE)
do

while SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH) is not empty
do

remove the first SEGMENT from the SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH)
destroy this SEGMENT
reset the totals of N.SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH)

loop
let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"
let RE<LCNIR(QUEUE.MACH)=O
let CD_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)=O
let RE<LQ(QUEUE.MACH)=O

loop
loop

,,
"Reset the bus utilization.
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reset the totals of OCCUPIED.SLOTS

let SLOTS.GENERATED=O
let EMPTY.SLOTS=O

"
"Release the MID-Sequence Number-Table and the STANDBY table.

release MID.sEQ.NUM.TABLE("',"',"')
reserve MID.SEQ.NUM.TABLE as NUMBER.NODES by
(NUMBERNODES"'NUMBER.PRIORITIES+NUMBER.PRIORmES-l) by 2

release STANDBY(...........)
reserve STANDBY as NUMBER.NODES by 2 by NUMBER.PRIORITIES

"
, ,Activate the nodes. The switch-on time of each node is stored in the
"switch-on time vector.

for 1=1 to 2
do

for NODE.NUMBER=1 to NUMBER.NODES
do

activate a BURST giving NODE.NUMBER in
(SwrrCH.ON.VECTOR(NODE.NUMBER)
+(INTER.NODE.DISTANCE(NUMBER.NODES)/210000)) .SECONDS

loop
loop

"
••Activate the slot generator.

activate a SLOT.GENERATOR now

"
••Activate the end of wann-up process.

activate a END.WARM.UP in WARM.UP.TIME .SECONDS

end' 'INITIALIZE
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"
"The process SLOT GENERATOR generates the slots on both buses. Once in a
"a slot is not sent to compensate for the overhead in the 125 microsec.
"frames on the bus.

process SLOT.GENERATOR

"
"Define the local variables.

defme 1 as integer variable
defme MESSAGE_A and MESSAGE_B as pointer variables

"
"While the run is not terminated by the run length.

while time.v<SIMULATION.TIME
do

"
"Generate a frame of slots on bus A and B completed with overhead.

for 1=1 to SLOTS.FRAME
do

"
"Generate a slot for bus A. If there PA traffic is present, the PA slots
"realized to transport this PA traffic are situated at the beginning of
"the 125 microsec. frame.

create MACHINE.MESSAGE called MESSAGE_A
let NODE.ID(MESSAGE_A)=1
let BUS.ID(MESSAGE_A)=BUS_A
let PRIORITY.ID(MESSAGE_A)=O
if I>PA.TRAFFIC

let BUSY.BIT(MESSAGE_A)=O
let SL_TYPE.BIT(MESSAGE_A)=O

else
let BUSY.BIT(MESSAGE_A)=1
let SL_TYPE.BIT(MESSAGE_A)=1

always
let PSR.BIT(MESSAGE_A)=O
let REQ I.BIT(MESSAGE_A)=O
let REQ2.BIT(MESSAGE_A)=O
let REQ3.BIT(MESSAGE_A)=O
activate a AU giving MESSAGE_A, "Slot arrival" now
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"
"The same can be applied to a slot for bus B.

create MACHINE.MESSAGE called MESSAGE_B
let NODE.ID(MESSAGE_B)=NUMBER.NODES
let BUS.ID(MESSAGE_B)=BUS_B
let PRIORITY.ID(MESSAGE_B)=O
if I>PA.TRAFFIC

let BUSY.BIT(MESSAGE_B)=O
let SL_TYPE.BIT(MESSAGE_B)=O

else
let BUSY.BIT(MESSAGE_B)=l
let SL_TYPE.BIT(MESSAGE_B)=1

always
let PSR.BIT(MESSAGE_B)=O
let REQ I.BIT(MESSAGE_B)=O
let REQ2.BIT(MESSAGE_B)=O
let REQ3.BIT(MESSAGE_B)=O
activate a AU giving MESSAGE_B, "Slot arrival" now

add 2 to SLOTS.GENERATED

"
"One slot time has to be waited before a new slot can be generated.

wait SLOT.TIME .SECONDS
loop

"
"One 'overhead slot' is 'generated'.

wait (OVERHEAD/lOO)*O.OOOI25 .SECONDS
loop

"
"Save the seeds of the random number generators.

let SAVESEEDI=seed.v(l)
let SAVESEED2=seed.v(2)
let SAVESEED3=seed.v(3)
let SAVESEED4=seed.v(4)
let SAVESEED5=seed.v(5)
let SAVESEED6=seed.v(6)

"
"Call the report routines.

call REPORT2
call REPORT3

end"SLOT.GENERATOR
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"
"The process AU reads the Access Control Field and sends request to the
"QUMA. Furthennore, the process reads the destination address, MID,
"sequence number combination in order to infonn the Reassembly State
"Machine. This process sends the slot to the next node on the bus.

process AU given MESSAGE, MESSAGE.TYPE

"
"Process attribute definition.

defme MESSAGE as a pointer variable
defme MESSAGE.TYPE as a text variable

"
"Define local variables.

defme NODE.NUMBER, BUS, PRIORITY, BUSY, SL_TYPE, PSR, SEGM_TYPE,
SEQ.NUM, MID, SOURCE, DESTINATION, I and R as integer variables

defme RSM.MESSAGE as a pointer variable

"
"Detennine the local variables related to the process attributes.

defme NODE.NUMBER to mean NODE.ID(MESSAGE)
defme BUS to mean BUS.ID(MESSAGE)
defme BUSY to mean BUSY.BIT(MESSAGE)
defme SL_TYPE to mean SL_TYPE.BIT(MESSAGE)
defme SEGM_TYPE to mean SEGM_TYPE.BYTE(MESSAGE)
defme SEQ.NUM to mean SEQ.NUM.BYTE(MESSAGE)
defme MID to mean MID.BYTE(MESSAGE)
defme SOURCE to mean SOURCE.ADDRESS(MESSAGE)
defme DESTINATION to mean DESTINATION.ADDRESS(MESSAGE)

"
, 'Wait until the slot has reached the fIrst node.

if BUS=BUS_A
wait INTER.NODE.TIME(1) .SECONDS

else
wait INTER.NODE.TIME(NUMBER.NODES+1) .SECONDS

always

"
"While the slot travels to the end of the bus.

while MESSAGE.TYPE="Slot arrival" and NODE.NUMBER>O and
NODE.NUMBER<NUMBER.NODES+1
do
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"
"ff a slot has arrived at the next node, the message 'Empty QA slot' is
"sent to the QUMA if the busy and slot type bit are not set. This is done
"in order to decrement the request or down counter at the QUMA.

if BUSY=O and SL_TYPE=O
activate a QUMA giving MESSAGE, "Empty QA slot" now

else

"
"ff the message "Empty QA slot" is not sent to the QUMA, the request bits
"have to be sent to the QUMA.

activate a QUMA giving MESSAGE, "Request" now

"
"ff the received slot is busy, the MID is checked in order to determine
"whether the segment 'tranported' by the slot has arrived at its
"destination node. If this is true, a copy of the slot is sent to the
"reassembly machine.

if BUSY=} and SL_TYPE=O
create a MACHINE.MESSAGE called RSM.MESSAGE
let NODE.ID(RSM.MESSAGE)=NODE.NUMBER
let BUS.ID(RSM.MESSAGE)=BUS
let SEQ.NUM.BYTE(RSM.MESSAGE)=SEQ.NUM
let MID.BYTE(RSM.MESSAGE)=MID
let SOURCE.ADDRESS(RSM.MESSAGE)=SOURCE
let DESTINATION.ADDRESS(RSM.MESSAGE)=DESTINATION
let SEGM.LOC.DELAY(RSM.MESSAGE)=SEGM.LOC.DELAY(MESSAGE)
let SEGM.ACC.DELAY(RSM.MESSAGE)=SEGM.ACC.DELAY(MESSAGE)
let SEGM.PACKET.ARRIVAL(RSM.MESSAGE)=
SEGM.PACKET.ARRIVAL(MESSAGE)
if SEGM_TYPE=COM and MID.SEQ...NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,I)=USE
and MID.SEQ...NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,2)=SEQ.NUM

activate a RSM giving RSM.MESSAGE, "COM arrival" now
else

if SEGM_TYPE=BOM and DESTINATION=NODE.NUMBER
activate a RSM giving RSM.MESSAGE, "BOM arrival" now

else
if SEGM_TYPE=EOM and MID.SEQ_NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,1)=
USED and MID.SEQ...NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,2)=SEQ...NUM

activate a RSM giving RSM.MESSAGE, "EOM arrival" now
else

if SEGM_TYPE=SSM and DESTINATION=NODE.NUMBER
activate a RSM giving RSM.MESSAGE, "SSM arrival" now

else
destroy the MACHINE.MESSAGE called RSM.MESSAGE

always
always
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always
always

else
if BUSY=O and SL_TYPE=1

call ERROR giving "No legal traffic!!"
enclif

always
always

"
"The received slot is sent to the next node in a time depending on the
"busspeed, the slot length and the intennediate distance.

if BUS=BUS_A
if (NODE.NUMBER=NUMBERNODES and BUSY=1 and SL_TYPE=O)

subtract I from OCCUPIED.SLOTS
endif
wait INTER.NODE.TIME(NODE.NUMBER+l) .SECONDS
add 1 to NODE.NUMBER

else
if (NODE.NUMBER=1 and BUSY=1 and SL_TYPE=O)

subtract 1 from OCCUPIED.SLOTS
endif
wait INTER.NODE.TIME(NODE.NUMBER) .SECONDS
subtract 1 from NODE.NUMBER

always

loop

"
"If the received message is not a slot arrival, an error has occured and
"the program stops.

if MESSAGE.TYPEo"Slot arrival"
call ERROR giving "Invalid message for the AU""

endif

"
"Update the effective bus utilization.

if BUSY=O and SL_TYPE=O
add 1 to EMPTY.SLOTS

endif

destroy the MACHINE.MESSAGE called MESSAGE

end "AU
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"
"The process BURST generates the packets arriving at a node. Those
, 'packets are segmented. The inter arrival time of the packets is
"distribute according to the defined traffic source.

process BURST given NUMBER

"
, 'Define the process attribute.

defme NUMBER as integer variable

"
, 'Define the local variables.

defme LENGTH, DESTINATION, BUS, PRIORITY, REMAINDER,
NUMBER.SEGMENTS, SET, I and] as integer variables

defIne PR and ETHERNET.TYPE as real variables
define QUMA.MESSAGE as pointer variable

"
"Initialize the 'boolean' variable indicating whether the Queueing
, 'Machine has to be infonned or not.

let SET=O

"
, 'Determine the length of the packets inside the burst. If the packet
, 'length is not variable, it is given by the input me.

while time.v<SIMULATION.TIME
do

if PACKEf.LENGTH.TYPE(NUMBER)="variable"
select case INTER.BURST.TYPE
case "variable"

let LENGTH=unifonn.f(64,1518,2)+IM.OVERHEAD
case "Ethernet"

let ETHERNET.TYPE--unifonn.f(O.l,5)
if ETHERNET.TYPE<=(ll3)

let LENGTH=1518+IM.OVERHEAD
else

let LENGTH=nonnal.f(100,lO,6)+IM.OVERHEAD
always

endselect
else

let LENGTH=GNEN.PACKET.LENGTH(NUMBER)+IM.OVERHEAD
always

"
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"Detennine the destination of the packets. If the destination
"distribution is not unifonn, it is given by the input fIle.

if DDA.TYPE="unifonn"
let DESTINATION=NUMBER
while DESTINATION=NUMBER
do

let DESTINATION=unifonn.f(1 ,NUMBER.NODES,3)
loop

else
let DESTINATION=DDA.FAVOURED

always

"
"Detennine the priority of the 'generated' packet.

if NUMBER.PRIORITIES>l
let PR=unifonn.f(O,l,4)
if PR<PRIORITY.MATRIX(NUMBER,l)

let PRIORITY=O
else
for J=2 to NUMBER.PRIORITIES

do
if PR<PRIORITY.MATRIX(NUMBER,J)

let PRIORITY=J-l
go to 'Found'

endif
loop

'Found'
always

else
let PRIORITY=O

always

"
"Detennine the bus needed to transmit the packet.

if NUMBER<DESTINATION
let BUS=BUS_A

else
let BUS=BUS_B

always

"
"Select the queue in which the derived segments will be stored.

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NUMBER) with
QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=BUS and QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=PRIORITY
do
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"
"Derive the number of segments by dividing by the slot length minus the
"ACF, the segment header and the DMPDU overhead. This derivation is
"truncated upwards.

let REMAINDER=mod.f(LENGTH,(SLOT.LENGTH-5-DM.OVERHEAD»
let NUMBER.SEGMENTS=div.f(LENGTH,(SLOT.LENGTH-5-DM.OVERHEAD»
if REMAINDER>O

add 1 to NUMBER.SEGMENTS
endif

if NUMBER.SEGMENTS<(BUFFER.SIZE
N.SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH»

"
, 'Derive the segments, set the attributes and store them in the local
"queue of the corresponding DQSM.

for 1=1 to NUMBER.SEGMENTS
do

create a SEGMENT
let ARRIVAL(SEGMENT)=time.v
if NUMBER.SEGMENTS=l

let SEGMENT.TYPE(SEGMENT)=SSM
let PACKET.ARRIVAL(SEGMENT)=time.v

else
if 1>1 and I<NUMBER.SEGMENTS

let SEGMENT.TYPE(SEGMENT)=COM
else

if 1=1
let SEGMENT.TYPE(SEGMENT)=BOM

else
let SEGMENT.TYPE(SEGMENT)=EOM
let PACKET.ARRNAL(SEGMENT)=time.v

always
always

always
let SEGMENT.NUMBER(SEGMENT)=I
let SEGMENT.PRIORITY(SEGMENT)=PRIORITY
let SEGMENT.SOURCE(SEGMENT)=NUMBER
let SEGMENT.DESTINATION(SEGMENT)=DESTINATION
if (1=1) and (SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH) is empty)

let SET=1
endif
fIle this SEGMENT in the SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH)

loop

"
,'If the local queue is empty, a message is sent to the QUMA in order to
"let the QUMA transfer to the COUNTDOWN state.
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if SET=1
create a MACHINE.MESSAGE called QUMA.MESSAGE
let NODE.ID(QUMA.MESSAGE)=NUMBER
let BUS.ID(QUMA.MESSAGE)=BUS
let PRIORITY.ID(QUMA.MESSAGE)=PRIORITY
activate a QUMA giving QUMA.MESSAGE, "QA segment" now
let SET=O

enclif
else

add 1 to SKIPPED.PACKETS(NUMBER)
always

loop

"
"Activate a new burst after waiting a length of time depending on the
"definition of the traffic source.

select case INTER.BURST.TYPE
case "variable","Ethernet"

wait «LENGTH*S/10000000)+0.0000096+
exponential.f(MEAN.INTER.BURST.TIME(NUMBER),I» .SECONDS

default
wait «LENGTH*S/I00000oo)+MEAN.INTER.BURST.TIME(NUMBER» .SECONDS

endselect

loop

end"BURST
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..
"The process QUMA realizes the request and down counter mechanism of the
"DQDB access protocol. The process also contains the BWBM and the RQM in
"order to realize the BWB mechanism and the request handling. The
"segments arrive at the QUMA from the BURST process. The QUMA writes the
"segments queued into the empty slots offered by the process AU.

process QUMA given MESSAGE, MESSAGE.TYPE

"
"Process attribute definition.

derme MESSAGE.TYPE as text variable
derme MESSAGE as pointer variable

"
"Local variables definition.

derme NODE.NUMBER, BUS, PRIORITY, REVERSE.BUS, DELIVERED,
NEW.SEGMENT, BWB_RESET, EMPTY.QA.SLOT, EMPTY.ZERO.QUEUE and I as
integer variables

"
"Detennination of the local variables related to the process attributes.

let NODE.NUMBER = NODE.ID(MESSAGE)
let BUS = BUS.ID(MESSAGE)
let PRIORITY = PRIORITY.ID(MESSAGE)

"
"Reverse bus setting, A equals 1 and B equals 2.

if BUS=BUS_A
let REVERSE.BUS=BUS_B

else
let REVERSE.BUS=BUS_A

always

"
"Reset the 'boolean' proces values.

let DELIVERED=O
let NEW.SEGMENT=O
let BWB_RESET=O
let EMPTY.ZERO.QUEUE=O
if STANDBY.STATE="Yes"

select case MESSAGE.TYPE
case "Request"

EMPTY.QA.SLOT=O
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case "Empty QA slot"
EMPTY.QA.SLOT=1

default
endselect

en<lif

"
"Distributed Queue Dual Bus state detennination.

'Next'

select case MESSAGE.TYPE

"
"A request has arrived which means that the request or down counter of
"the reversed bus must be incremented when the DQSM is respectively in
"the IDLE or COUNTDOWN state. The same is applied to all lower
"priorities. If the request bit equals zero the outstanding request
"counter of the RQM is checked.

case "Request"

"
"If there are machines at the bus which are in STANDBY state and a busy
"QA-slot has arrived, these machines transfer to the COUNTDOWN state.

if STANDBY.STATE="Yes" and EMPTY.QA.SLOT=O
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER)
do

if QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=BUS and STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,
QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)+1)=1

let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="COUNTDOWN"
en<lif
if QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=REVERSE.BUS and STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,

QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)+1)=1
add 1 to REQQ(QUEUE.MACH)

en<lif
for 1=1 to NUMBER.PRIORITIES
do

let STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,I)=O
loop

loop
endif

"
"If there are machines at the reverse bus which are in the STANDBY state
"and any request occurs, these machines transfer to the COUNTDOWN state.

if STANDBY.STATE="Yes" and (REQ1.BIT(MESSAGE)=1 or REQ2.BIT(MESSAGE)=1
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or REQ3.BIT(MESSAGE)=I)
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER)
do

if QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=REVERSE.BUS and STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,
REVERSE.BUS,QM.PRlORITY(QUEUE.MACH)+1)=1

let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="COUNTDOWN"
endif
if QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=BUS and STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,REVERSE.BUS,

QM.PRlORlTY(QUEUE.MACH)+1)=1
add 1 to RE~Q(QUEUE.MACH)

endif
for 1=1 to NUMBER.PRlORITIES
do

let STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,I)=O
loop

loop
endif

..
"First request bit.

if REQ1.BIT(MESSAGE)=1
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRlORITY=O and QM.BUS=REVERSE.BUS
do

add 1 to RE~CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)

loop
else

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRlORITY=O and QM.BUS=BUS
do

if RE~Q(QUEUE.MACH»O
subtract 1 from RE~Q(QUEUE.MACH)

let REQl.BIT(MESSAGE)=l
endif

loop
always

"
"Second request bit.

if NUMBER.PRlORITIES>1
if REQ2.BIT(MESSAGE)=1

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRlORITY<=1 and QM.BUS=REVERSE.BUS
do

if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"
add 1 to RE~CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)

else
if QM.PRlORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=l
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add 1 to REQCNTR(QUEUE.MACH)
else

add 1 to CD_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)
always

always
loop

else
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRIORITY=1 and QM.BUS=BUS
do

if REQQ(QUEUE.MACH»O
subtract 1 from REQQ(QUEUE.MACH)

let REQ2.BIT(MESSAGE)=1
endif

loop
always

"
"Third request bit.

if NUMBER.PRIORITIES>2
if REQ3.BIT(MESSAGE)=1

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRIORITY<=2 and QM.BUS=REVERSE.BUS
do

if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"
add 1 to REQCNTR(QUEUE.MACH)

else
if QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=2

add 1 to REQCNTR(QUEUE.MACH)
else

add 1 to CD_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)
always

always
loop

else
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRIORITY=2 and QM.BUS=BUS
do

if REQ_Q(QUEUE.MACH»O
subtract 1 from RECLQ(QUEUE.MACH)
let REQ3.BIT(MESSAGE)=1

endif
loop

always
endif

endif
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·,
••A QA segment arrives at the node. The DQSM transfers to the COUNTDOWN
"state and the request counter of the DQSM of lower priority are
"incremented if this DQSM is in the IDLE state otherwise the down counter
"is incremented. If a QA segment arrives when the DQSM is in the
"COUNTDOWN or STANDBY state an error has occurred and the program stops.
"Purthennore. the outstanding request counter is incremented.

case "QA segment"

to

"If a segment has arrived at a node. all DQSMs at the bus of that node
"which are in the STANDBY state transfer to the COUNTDOWN state.

if STANDBY.STATE="Yes"
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER)
do

if QM.BUSCQUEUE.MACH)=BUS and STANDBYCNODE.NUMBER.BUS.
QM.PRIORITYCQUEUE.MACH)+1)=1

let QM.STATECQUEUE.MACH)="COUNTDOWN"
enclif
if QM.BUSCQUEUEMACH)=REVERSE.BUS and STANDBYCNODE.NUMBER,BUS
QM.PRIORITYCQUEUE.MACH)+1)=1

add I to REQ...QCQUEUE.MACH)
enclif
if QM.BUSCQUEUE.MACH)=BUS and QM.PRIORITYCQUEUE.MACH)=PRIORITY
and CQM.STATECQUEUE.MACH)="STANDBY" or
STANDBYCNODE.NUMBER,BUS,PRIORITY+I)=I)

call ERROR giving "QA segment arrived while node in STANDBY state"
enclif
for 1=1 to NUMBER.PRIORITIES
do

let STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,I)=O
loop

loop

"
"Detennine whether it is possible to enter the STANDBY state.

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.BUSCQUEUE.MACH)=BUS and QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=O
do

if REQ_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)=O and QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"
let EMP1Y.ZERO.QUEUE=1

else
let EMP1Y.ZERO.QUEUE=O

always
loop

endif
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"
"Let the arrived QA segment enter the distributed queue.

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRIORITY<=PRIORITY and QM.BUS=BUS
do

if QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=PRIORITY
let LOC.DELAY(F.SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH»=tirne.v
ARRIVAL(F.SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH»
let ARRIVAL(F.SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH»=tirne.v
if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"

if EMPTY.zERO.QUEUE=1
let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="STANDBY"
let STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,PRIORITY+1)=1

else
let CD_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)=RECLCNTR(QUEUE.MACH)
let RECLCNTR(QUEUE.MACH)=O
let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="COUNTDOWN"

always
else

call ERROR giving "Invalid message-state combination for the DQSM!!"
always

else
if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"

add 1 to RECLCNTR(QUEUE.MACH)
else

add 1 to CD_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)
always

always
loop

if EMPrY.zERO.QUEUE=O
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRIORITY=PRIORITY and QM.BUS=REVERSE.BUS
do

add 1 to RECLQ(QUEUE.MACH)
loop

endif

destroy the MACHINE.MESSAGE called MESSAGE

"
"An empty QA slot arrived at the node. For the DQSMs in the IDLE state
"the request counter is decremented. If a DQSM is in the COUNTDOWN state
"the queued segment is written into the QA slot if the down counter equals
"0. A new segment can be placed at the top of the local queue. H the
"down counter does not equal 0, the down counter is decremented.

case "Empty QA slot"

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with QM.BUS=BUS
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do
if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"

if RE(LCNTR(QUEUE.MACH) > 0
subtract 1 from RE(LCNfR(QUEUE.MACH)

endif
else

if CD_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)=O
let DELIVERED=l
if SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH) is not empty

remove the first SEGMENT from the
SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH)
let PRIORITY=SEGMENT.PRIORITY(SEGMENT)

else
call ERROR giving "COUNTDOWN/STANDBY and no segment queued"

always
let BUSY.BIT(MESSAGE)=l
let SL_TYPE.BIT(MESSAGE)=O
let SEGM_TYPE.BYTE(MESSAGE)=SEGMENT.TYPE(SEGMENT)
let SE(LNUM.BYTE(MESSAGE)=SEGMENT.NUMBER(SEGMENT)
let MID.BYTE(MESSAGE)=NUMBER.PRIORTIlES*NODE.NUMBER+PRIORITY
let SOURCE.ADDRESS(MESSAGE)=SEGMENT.SOURCE(SEGMENT)
let DESTINATION.ADDRESS(MESSAGE)=
SEGMENT.DESTINATION(SEGMENT)
let SEGM.LOC.DELAY(MESSAGE)=LOC.DElAY(SEGMENT)
let SEGMACC.DELAY(MESSAGE)=time.v-ARRNAL(SEGMENT)
let SEGM.PACKET.ARRIVAL(MESSAGE)=PACKET.ARRIVAL(SEGMENT)
add 1 to OCCUPIED.SLOTS
destroy this SEGMENT
if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="STANDBY"

let STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,PRIORITY+1)=O
endif
let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"

"
"Activate the BWBM.

if BWB_MOD>O
if BWB_CNTR(NODE.NUMBER,BUS)=BWB_MOD-l

let BWB_CNfR(NODE.NUMBER,BUS)=O
let BWB_RESET=l

else
add 1 to BWB_CN1R(NODE.NUMBER,BUS)

always
endif

"
"If there is another segment queued. the DQSM is activated again.

if SOURCE.SEGMENT.sET(QUEUE.MACH) is not empty
let NEW.SEGMENT=l

endif
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"
"Decrement the down counter if the down counter is not zero.

else
subtract 1 from CD_CNfR(QUEUE.MACH)

always
always

loop

"
"H the BWB counter equals BWB_MOD-l the request or down counter is
"incremented depending on the state of the DQSM.

if BWB_RESET=1
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with QM.BUS=BUS

do
if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"

add 1 to REQ.CNfR(QUEUE.MACH)
else

add 1 to CD_CNfR(QUEUE.MACH)
always

loop
endif

"
"H another segment is queued the DQSM transfers again to the COUNTDOWN
"state and the outstanding request counter is incremented.

if NEW.SEGMENT=1

"
"H a segment has arrived at a node, all DQSMs at the bus of that node
"which are in the STANDBY state transfer to the COUNTDOWN state.

if STANDBY.STATE="Yes"
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER)
do

if QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=BUS and STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,
QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)+1)=1

let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="COUNTDOWN"
endif
if QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=REVERSE.BUS and STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,
QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE,MACH)+1)=1

add 1 to REQ.Q(QUEUE.MACH)
endif
if QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=BUS and QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=PRIORITY
and (QM.STATE(QUEUE,MACH)="STANDBY" or
STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,PRIORITY+1)=1)

call ERROR giving "QA segment arrived while node in STANDBY state"
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endif
for 1=1 to NUMBER.PRIORITIES
do

let STANDBYCNODE.NUMBER,BUS,I)=O
loop

loop

"
"Detennine whether it is possible to enter the STANDBY state.

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SETCNODE.NUMBER) with
QM.BUS(QUEUE.MACH)=BUS and QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=O
do

if REQ_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)=O and QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"
let EMPTY.ZERO.QUEUE=1

else
let EMPTY2ERO.QUEUE--o

always
loop

endif

"
"Let the arrived QA segment enter the distributed queue.

for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRIORITY<=PRIORITY and QM.BUS=BUS
do

if QM.PRIORITY(QUEUE.MACH)=PRIORITY
let LOC.DELAY(F.SOURCE.SEGMENf.SET(QUEUE.MACH»=time.v
ARRIVAL(F.SOURCE.SEGMENf.SET(QUEUE.MACH»
let ARRIVAL(F.SOURCE.SEGMENf.SET(QUEUE.MACH»=time.v
if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"

if EMPTY.ZERO.QUEUE=l
let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="STANDBY"
let STANDBY(NODE.NUMBER,BUS,PRIORITY+l)=1

else
let CD_CN1R(QUEUE.MACH)=RE~CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)
let RE~CNlR(QUEUE.MACH)=O
let QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="COUNfDOWN"

always
else

call ERROR giving "Invalid message-state combination!!"
always

else
if QM.STATE(QUEUE.MACH)="IDLE"

add I to RE~CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)

else
add 1 to CD_CNTR(QUEUE.MACH)

always
always

loop
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if EMPTY.ZERO.QUEUE=O
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE.NUMBER) with
QM.PRIORITY=PRIORITY and QM.BUS=REVERSE.BUS
do

add 1 to RECLQ(QUEUE.MACH)
loop

enclif

enclif

"
"ff there is more than one segment delivered to the same AU at the same
"moment, an error occurs and the program stops.

if DELIVERED>1
call ERROR giving "More than 1 DQSM accessed"

enclif
let MESSAGE.TYPE="Request"
go to 'Next'

"
"ff the received message does not match any message listed above, an
"error has occured and the program stops.

default
call ERROR giving "Invalid message for the QUMA!!"

endselect

end "QUMA
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"
"The process RSM destroyes the received segments and keeps track of the
"segments received of a particular packet. If a packet has been received
"completely, the packet delay is measured. Furthermore, the local,
"access, transmission and total delay of each segment is stored in the
"source node characteristics.

process RSM given MESSAGE, MESSAGE.TYPE

"
"Define process attributes.

defme MESSAGE as pointer variable
defme MESSAGE.TYPE as text variable

"
"Define local variables.

define NODE.NUMBER, SECLNUM, MID, SOURCE, DESTINATION and I as
integer variables

defme TR.DELAY as a double variable

"
"Detennine the local variables related to the process attributes.

let NODE.NUMBER=NODE.ID(MESSAGE)
let SECLNUM=SECLNUM.BYTE(MESSAGE)
let MID=MID.BYTE(MESSAGE)
let SOURCE=SOURCE.ADDRESS(MESSAGE)
let DESTINATION=DESTINATION.ADDRESS(MESSAGE)

"
"Store the measured local, access. transmission and total delay.

let LOCAL.DELAY(SOURCE)=SEGM.LOC.DELAY(MESSAGE)/SLOT.TIME
let ACCESS.DELAY(SOURCE)=SEGM.ACC.DELAY(MESSAGE)/SLOT.TIME
let TR.DELAY=(abs.f(INTER.NODE.DISTANCE(DESTINATION)
INTER.NODE.DISTANCE(SOURCE»)/210000
let TRANSMISSION.DELAY(SOURCE)=TR.DELAY/SLOT.TIME
let TOTAL.DELAY(SOURCE)=LOCAL.DELAY(SOURCE)+ACCESS.DELAY(SOURCE

TRANSMISSION.DELAY(SOURCE)

"
"Select the case of message sent by the AU.

select case MESSAGE.TYPE
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"
"If a BOM has arrived, the MID may not be used already and the sequence
"number must be one. The MID is read and 'occupied' by the receiving
"node.

case "BOM arrival"
if MID.SEQ.NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,l )=USED

call ERROR giving "Invalid MID assignment!!"
else

let MID.sEQ.NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MlD,l)=USED
always
if SEQ.NUM<>l

call ERROR giving "Invalid sequence number assignment!!"
endif
let MID.SEQ.NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,2)=2

"
"If a COM has arrived at the node, the desired sequence number of the
"next COM is detennined.

case "COM arrival"
add 1 to MID.SEQ.NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MlD,2)

"
"If an EOM has arrived, the corresponding packet is completely delivered.
"Furthermore, the MID is released and the expected sequence number is re
"set to 1 (BOM).

case "EOM arrival"
let MID.SEQ.NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,2)=1
let MID.SEQ.NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,1 )=UNUSED
let PACKET.DELAY(SOURCE)=(tirne.v
SEGM.PACKET.ARRIVAL(MESSAGE»/SLOT.TIME

"
"If a SSM has arrived, the corresponding packet is completely delivered
"at once.

case "SSM arrival"
if MID.SEQ.NUM.TABLE(NODE.NUMBER,MID,l )=UNUSED

let PACKEf.DELAY(SOURCE)=(time.v
SEGM.PACKET.ARRIVALCMESSAGE»/SLOT.TIME

else
call ERROR giving "Invalid MID for SSM"

always

endselect

destroy the MACHINE.MESSAGE called MESSAGE

end"RSM
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"
"The routine REPORTl writes the inputparameters in a fonnatted way to the
"output me.

routine REPORTI
..
"Defme the local variable.

defme I and ] as integer variables

"
"Open the output me.

open unit 2 for output, me name is OUT.mE.NAME
use unit 2 for output

open unit 3 for output, me name is CAL.OUT.FILE.NAME
close unit 3

..
"Write the network parameters to the output file.

print 5 lines thus

DISTRIBUTED QUEUE DUAL BUS SlMULATION

print 8 lines with NUMBER.NODES, STANDBY.STATE, BUS.SPEED and
SWT.LENGTH thus

Network:

:***••.*** Mb/s
•• octets

Number of nodes
STANDBY state
Bus speed
Slot length
write as" Slot time
write SLOT.TIME as E(9,2)
write as " sec."

•••
.**

"

••.• %

*** octets
*** octets
*** octets

skip 1 line
print 10 lines with OVERHEAD, lM.OVERHEAD, DM.OVERHEAD, PLCP.OVERHEAI
SLOTS.FRAME, PA.TRAFFIC, BWB_MOD, BUFFER.sIZE and NUMBER.PRIORITIES
thus
Overhead
lM overhead
DM overhead
PLCP overhead
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#slots in frame
#PA slots in frame
BWB modulus
Buffer size
Number of priority levels:

••
••
•• (O=disabled)

••••• segments
•

if NUMBERPRIORITIES> I
print 1 line thus

Priority matrix
write as" level", B 32
for 1=1 to NUMBER.PRIORITIES
do

write I as I 1, S 7
loop
skip 1 line
for 1=1 to NUMBER.NODES
do

write I as B S,"node ", I 3, B 29
for J=1 to NUMBER.PRIORITIES
do

write PRIORITY.MATRIX(I,J) as D(5,2), S 3
loop
skip 1 line

loop
skip 1 line

endif

print 1 line thus
Inter node distance vector:
for 1=1 to NUMBERNODES
do

write I, INTER.NODE.DISTANCE(I) as B S,"node ", I 3,B 37,1 3,
B 41,"km"
skip 1 line

loop
skip 1 line

print 3 lines with NUMBER.SLOTS thus
Number of slots : ••••••.••

"
"Write the traffic source parameters to the output fIle.

print 4 lines thus
TraffIc source:

Packet vector
for 1=1 to NUMBER.NODES
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. "

do
write I, PACKET.LENGTH.TYPE(I) as B 5,"node ",1 3,B 32,T 8
if PACKEr.LENGTH.TYPE(I)="constant"

write GIVEN.PACKET.LENGTH(I) as B 55, I 4, B 60, "octets"
endif
skip 1 line

loop
skip 1 line
print 3 lines with INTER.BURST.TYPE thus
Gap type : ...

Mean inter packet time
for 1=1 to NUMBER.NODES
do

write I, MEAN.INTER.BURST.TIME(I) and LAN.SPEED(l) as B 5,"node ",
1 3,B 31,E(9,2), B 41,"sec.", B 52, D(7,2), B 60, "Mbit/s (twice)"
skip 1 line

loop
skip 1 line
print 1 line thus
Switch on time vector
for 1=1 to NUMBER.NODES
do

write I, SWITCH.ON.VECI'OR(I) as B 5,"node ",I 3,B 32,E(8,1),
B 41,"sec."
skip 1 line

loop
skip 1 line
print I line with DDA.TYPE thus
Distribution destination : ....
if DDA.TYPE="favoured"

print 1 line with DDA.FAVOUREO thus
Favoured destination node : .......
endif
skip 2 lines

"
"Write the simulation characteristics to the output file.

print 3 lines thus
Simulation:

write as" Wann-up time
write WARM.UP.TIME as 0(9,5)
write as " sec."
skip 1 line
write as" Simulation time
write (SIMULATION.TIME-WARM.UP.TIME) as 0(9,5)
write as " sec."
skip 1 line
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write as" Number of runs
write NUMBERRUNS as I 9

start new page

"
"Close the output file.

close unit 2

end"REPORT1
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"
"The routine REPORTI writes the results of the simulation to the output
"file.

routine REPORT2

"
"Define the local variables.

defme CONS.MEAN, CONS.sD, CONS.VAR, CONS.MAX, CONS.MIN and
EFF.BUS.lITIUZATION as real variables

"
"Open the output me again and start writing at the end of the me.

open unit Z for output, fIle name is OUT.Fll..E.NAME, append
use unit Z for output

"
"Print a heading.

print 3 lines thus
Simulation results:

print Z lines with (time.v·WARM.UP.TIME) thus
reponing time : ..........

..
"Write the simulation results for every node to the output fIle.

let CONS.MEAN=MEAN.OCCUPIED.SLOTS/(Z"'NUMBER.SLOTS)
let CONS.SD=SD.OCCUPIED.SLOTS/(Z.NUMBER.SLOTS)
let CONS.MAX=MAX.OCCUPIED.SLOTS/(Z·NUMBER.SLOTS)
let CONS.MIN=MIN.OCCUPIED.SLOTS/(Z.NUMBER.SLOTS)
let EFF.BUS.tITILIZATION=(SLOTS.GENERATED-EMPTY.SLOTS)/
SLOTS.GENERATED
print 3 lines with CONS.MEAN, CONS.SD, CONS.MAX, CONS.MIN,
EFF.BUS.UTILIZATION thus

real bus uti!
eff bus uti!
skip Z lines

mean
•• ••
••••

S.D... "'.
max

"'... mm
••••

for each NODE
do

write as" node"
write NODE as I 3
skip Z lines
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write N.TOTAL.DELAY as" number segments: ", B 20, E(10,1)
skip I line
write N.PACKET.DELAY as" number packets: ", B 20, E(10,1)
skip I line
write SKIPPED.PACKETS as" skipped packets: It, B 20, E(10,I)
skip 2 lines
write as B 23,"mean",B 36,"S.D.",B 48,"maximum",B 6l,"minimumlt

skip 2 lines
write as It local delay ."
write MEAN.LOCAL.DELAY(NODE), SD.LOCAL.DELAY(NODE),
MAX.LOCAL.DELAY(NODE), MIN.LOCAL.DELAY(NODE) as B 20,
E(10,1), B 33, E(10,1), B 46, E(IO,I), B 59, E(10,1)
skip I line
write as It access delay :"
write MEAN.ACCESS.DELAY(NODE), SD.ACCESS.DELAY(NODE),
MAX.ACCESS.DELAY(NODE), MIN.ACCESS.DELAY(NODE) as B 20,
E(IO,I), B 33, E(10,1), B 46, E(10,1), B 59, E(IO,I)
skip I line
write as" transm. delay :"
write MEAN.TRANSMISSION.DELAY(NODE), SD.TRANSMISSION.DELAY(NODE),
MAX.TRANSMISSION.DELAY(NODE), MIN.TRANSMISSION.DELAY(NODE)
as B 20, E(lO,I), B 33, E(lO,I), B 46, E(lO,I), B 59, E(lO,I)
skip I line
write as It total delay . It

write MEAN.TOTAL.DELAY(NODE), SD.TOTAL.DELAY(NODE),
MAX.TOTAL.DELAY(NODE), MIN.TOTAL.DELAY(NODE) as B 20, E(lO,I),
B 33, E(lO,I), B 46, E(lO,I), B 59, E(lO,I)
skip I line
write as It packet delay . It

write MEAN.PACKET.DELAY(NODE), SD.PACKET.DELAY(NODE),
MAX.PACKET.DELAY(NODE), MIN.PACKET.DELAY(NODE) as B 20,
E(10,1), B 33, E(10,1), B 46, E(10,1), B 59, E(IO,I)
skip I line
let CONS.MEAN=O
let CONS.VAR=O
let CONS.MAX=O
let CONS.MIN=O
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE)
do

let CONS.MEAN=CONS.MEAN+MEAN.SOURCE.BUFFER(QUEUE.MACH)
let CONS.VAR=CONS.VAR+VAR.SOURCE.BUFFER(QUEUE.MACH)
let CONS.MAX=CONS.MAX+MAX.SOURCE.BUFFER(QUEUE.MACH)
let CONS.MIN=CONS.MIN+MIN.SOURCE.BUFFER(QUEUE.MACH)

loop
let CONS.SD=sqrt.f(CONS.VAR)
print I line with CONS.MEAN, CONS.SD, CONS.MAX and CONS.MIN thus

source buffer : •••••••.•• •••••••.•• •••••••.•• • ••••••.••
skip 2 lines

loop

start new page
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"
"Close the output file.

close unit 2

end' 'REPORT2
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"
"The routine REPORTI writes the results of the simulation to the output
"file which name is stored in CAL.OlIT.FILE.NAME, prepared to be used by
"the pascal program conCint.exe which calculates the confidence
"interval of the obtained results.

routine REPORT3

"
"Define the local variables.

derme CONS.MEAN and EFF.BUS.UTILIZATION as real variables

"
"Open the output fIle.

open unit 3 for output, fIle name is CAL.OlIT.FILE.NAME, append
use unit 3 for output

"
"Write the number of nodes and the number of runs to the output fIle.

write NUMBER.NODES as I 3
skip 1 line
write NUMBERRUNS as I 2
skip 2 lines

"
"Write the simualtion results to the output fIle.

let CONS.MEAN=MEAN.OCCUPIED.SLOTS/(2·NUMBERSLOTS)
let EFF.BUS.UTILIZATION=(SLOTS.GENERATED-EMPTY.SLOTS)/
SLOTS.GENERATED
print 3 lines with CONS.MEAN, EFF.BUS.UTILIZATION thus

•••
• ••

for each NODE
do

write MEAN.LOCAL.DELAY(NODE) as E(10,l)
skip 1 line
write MEAN.ACCESS.DELAY(NODE) as E(10,1)
skip 1 line
write MEAN.TRANSMISSION.DELAY(NODE) as E(10,1)
skip 1 line
write MEAN.TOTAL.DELAY(NODE) as E(10,1)
skip 1 line
write MEAN.PACKEf.DELAY(NODE) as E(10,1)
skip 1 line
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if NODE<NUMBER.NODES
print 1 line thus

else
skip 1 line

always
loop

"
, 'Qose the output me.

close unit 3

end"REPORT3
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"
"The process END.WARM.UP resets the obtained data of the simulations.

process END.WARM.UP

"
"Reset the tally totals of each node and each queueing machine inside of
"that node.

for each NODE
do

reset the totals of PACKET.DELAY, TOTAL.DELAY, LOCAL.DELAY,
ACCESS.DELAY and TRANSMISSION.DELAY
let SKIPPED.PACKETS(NODE)=O
for each QUEUE.MACH in QUEUE.MACH.SET(NODE)
do

reset the totals of N.SOURCE.SEGMENT.SET(QUEUE.MACH)
loop

loop

"
"Reset the bus utilization.

reset the totals of OCCUPIED.SLOTS
let SLOTS.GENERATED=O
let EMPTY.SLOTS=O

end "END.WARM.UP
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"
"The routine ERROR writes an error message to the output fue and stops
"the simulation.

routine ERROR given ERROR.MESSAGE

"
"Defme the routine argument.

define ERRORMESSAGE as text variable

"
"Open the output flle.

open unit 2 for output, me name is OlIT.FD...E.NAME, append
use unit 2 for output

"
"Write the error message.

skip 2 lines
write ERRORMESSAGE as "ERROR: ", t*

"
"Cose the output file.

close unit 2

"
"Stop the simulation.

stop

end "ERROR
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Appendix D
Simulation results

This appendix visualizes the results obtained by the simulation program listed in
Appendix C. Firstly. both comparative simulations with the literature are depicted.
The obtained results and the results of [KAU90] are shown in Figure Appl. The
diamonds and the squares show the obtained simulation results for a QA-Ioad of
90% and 50% respectively. The triangles and the vertical bars show the results in
[KAU9O].

Distributed Queue Dual Bus
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Figure Appl. Access delay for a QA-Ioad of 50% and 90% compared 0 the results
in [KAU90j.

The obtained results and the results of [SAU90] are shown in Figure App2. The
squares show the obtained results and the vertical bars show the results in [SAU90].
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Figure App2. Packet delay for a QA·load of 15% and a PA-load of 50% compared
to the results in [SAU90j.

Secondly, the simulation results for different bus loads (with and without BWB)
and different priority schemes are depicted. For every perfonned simulation two
figures are processed, Le. Figure a and Figure b. In Figure a the access delay,
transmission delay, local delay and total delay are visualized according to the
following legends:

vertical bars
diamonds
squares
triangles

=access delay
= transmission delay
=local delay
= total delay

In Figure b the packet delay is visualized. There are two reasons for depiction of
the packet delay in a separate figure. Firstly, in that case the confidence interval can
be shown. Secondly, the packet delay is the delay expressing unfairness. Figure b
uses the following legends:

up·side-down triangles
squares
triangles

=upper end point confidence interval
= packet delay
=lower end point confidence interval

The Figures App3 through App8 show the simulation results for different bus loads.
Figure App9 shows the delay measurements of the DQDB-based network in an
Ethernet envirolUllent. The Figures ApplO and Appll show the delay measurements
in the case the BWB mechanism is disabled. Finally, the Figures App12 through 17
show the delay measurements for different priority schemes.
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Figure App3a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 60% QA-load.
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Figure App3b. Packet delay for 60% QA-load.
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Figure App4a. Access. transmission, local and total delay for 80% QA-load.
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Figure App4b. Packet delay for 80% QA-load.
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Figure App5a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 90% QA-Ioad.
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Figure App5b. Packet delay for 90% QA-Ioad.
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Figure App6a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 95% QA-load.
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Figure App6b. Packet delay for 95% QA-Ioad.
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Figure App7a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 98% QA-load.
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Figure App7b. Packet delay for 98% QA-load.
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Figure AppBa. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 120% QA-load.
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Figure AppBb. Packet delay for 120% QA-load.
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Figure App9b. Packet delay for 98% QA-load, Ethernet environment.
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disabled,
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Figure ApplOb. Packet delay for 60% QA-load, BWB disabled.
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Figure App12a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 80% QA-load, HL
priority scheme.
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Figure App12b. Packet delay for 80% QA-load, HL priority scheme.
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Figure App13a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 98% QA-load, HL
priority scheme.
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Figure App13b. Packet delay for 98% QA-load, HL priorit)' scheme.
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Figure App14a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 120% QA-load, HL
priority scheme.
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Figure App14b. Packet delay for 120% QA·load, HL priority scheme.
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Distributed Queue Dual Bus
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Figure App15a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 80% QA-load,
HUlL .. priority scheme.
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Figure App15b. Packet delay for 80% QA-load, HUlL.. priority scheme.
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Distributed Queue Dual Bus
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Figure App16a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 98% QA-load,
HLHL.. priority scheme.
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Figure App16b. Packet delay for 98% QA-load, HLHL.. priority scheme.
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Distributed Queue Dua I Bus
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Figure App17a. Access, transmission, local and total delay for 120% QA-load,
HUlL.. priority scheme.
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Figure App17b. Packet delay for 120% QA-load, HUlL.. priority scheme.
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